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Future of football

photo by Rick Marhula

Linda Rogers meets Pierre Salinger, press secretary to John F. Kennedy.

Salinger discusses Kennedy
Cuba, cigars in UOP talk
[ KRIS PERERA
Pacifican staff writer
Once press secretary to President
John Kennedy and a former ABC
News correspondent, Pierre Salinger
spoke to a crowd of 600 at the Faye
Spanos Concert Hall Monday, Oct.
30.
Salinger said that he and Kennedy
were very good friends. A serious
Kennedy once ordered Salinger to
bring him all the Cuban cigars he
could find. Salinger returned with
1200. Satisfied, Kennedy whipped
oifr-a piece of paper and signed a ban
on aj[ Cuban imports to the United
States.
Salinger said that Kennedy's popu

larity was in part due to the fact that
he was a new generation president and
Kennedy was very charismatic.
During 1981, Salinger won several
awards for his documentary covering
the 66 American hostages held in Te
heran, Iran.
Salinger served as an investigator on
the Senate Labor-Rackets committee.
He participated in the investigations
of Jimmy Hoffa and David Beck and
corruption in the Teamsters Union.
He gained insight to politics through
experience.
• Salinger met with Nikita
Khrushchev in Moscow.
• Conceived the first live televised
presidential news conference.
See Salinger page 10

Regents to discuss
Div. 1 football's fate

DeRosa: Problems with
small-time FB program

SARAH LEER
Pacifican staff writer

LAUREN BENNING
Pacifican guest writer

The future of UOP's Division I
football program-and all other sportswill be discussed at a special meeting
of the Board of Regents this month.
Board chairman Robert Monagan
said the meeting is designed to edu
cate members on the status of the ath
letic program.
"We want an appropriate program
so we have to decide what we mean
by appropriate," Monagan told the
Pacifican in an interview last week.
He said the meeting would be held
around Nov. 18.
He stressed that the board was not
going to make a decision solely about
the football program, but about the
entire athletic program, including
women's sports. The football program

President Donald DeRosa says his
experience at the University of North
Carolina at Greensboro showed him
the problems of a small-time sports
program at a major university.
"I was at a university where we were
Division Three, and we were mori
bund. I will just say it was basically
dullsville-nobody cared about it,"
DeRosa told the COP faculty Oct. 25.
"I think that the move of that uni
versity to Division One was the right
move."
DeRosa added, "I believe a strong
athletic program is appropriate for
this university. But I think everything
should be up for grabs, everything
should be up for discussion. ...Obvi
ously it's still a Regents matter. It's

See Regents page 6

See DeRosa page 6

DeRosa: Regents' meetings
to be open to public
LAUREN BENNING
Pacifican guest writer
President Donald DeRosa, in an
apparent change of university policy,
told COP faculty members that Board
of Regents meetings are now open to
the public.
In an Oct. 25 meeting with COP
faculty, DeRosa was questioned about
the apparent secrecy of the meetings
of the Regents, who oversee the way
the university is run, including the

budget.
DeRosa expressed surprise, saying
the minutes of the meetings are avail
able and that all meetings are open
except the executive sessions, where
personnel and other sensitive issues
are discussed.
In the past, Regents chairman Rob
ert Monagan also had said the meet
ings were open. However, the univer
sity did not publicize the date, time,
or location of the meetings. Pacifican
See Meetings page 6
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CAMPUS CRIME REPORT

Top five graduate
schools in
Biological Sciences

The Pacifj,

\PM IIFICAjT

Weekly news for the U0P community jj^ k

This report covers crimes between October 12 - October 18, 1995

BURGLARIES
•On October 15, food and other miscellane our items were stolen from
Alpha Chi Omega.
•In Parking Lot #2 a stereo, 300 cassettes, and demage to teh vehicle.
The estimated value of the damage is between $3,000-4000.

THEFTS
•On October 12 a pay phone was stolen from Stagg Stadium.
•A golf cart was stolen on October 14.
•At Burns Tower a Purse, wallet, and contents were stolen on October
16.
•At parking lot #23 a car cover was taken between October 17-18.
•On October 18 a yellow gold class ring was taken from Brookside field.

VANDALISM
•On October 16 graffiti was discovered on the Sports Medicine building.
•At WPC computer cables were taken causing damages to computers on
October 18.

MISCELLANEOUS
•An intoxicated person was taken to the hospital on October 14 from
the Athletics lawn area.
•On October 15 an intoxicated person was taken from Alpha Chi Omega.
•In fraternity Circle there was a fight on October 14.
•A vehicle was stolen on October 15 on Stagg Way.
•On October 15 a person was found with a possession of a firearm on
North Service Road.

ALARM TAMPERING
•On October 16 there was a malicious alarm activity at Jesse Ballentyne.

ARRESTS
•At the Drama Theater on October 12 there was a warrant arrest.
•On Brookside Road there was a DUl/Warrant Arrest on October 13.
•At Sigma Alpha Epsilon on October 14 there was a warrent arrest.
•On Mendocino Avenue there was a warrent arrest on October 16.

DID YOU KNOW?
During this period of time, Public Safety officers provided 56 hours of
foot patrol, 83 hours of bicycle patrol to the campus, provided 11 es
corts, found 6 open windows/doors, and contacted 35 suspicious per
sons. Officers also assisted 8 stranded motorists.

More results of the National Re
search Council study ranking the top
universities and colleges for graduate
study.

Top five schools for
Biological Sciences
Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology:
• U. of California San Francisco
• Massachusetts Inst of Technology
• Stanford U.
• U. of California Berkeley
• Harvard U.
Cell and Developmental
Biology:
• Massachusetts Inst of Technology
• Rockefeller U.
• U. of California San Francisco
• California Inst of Technology
• Harvard U.
Ecology, Evolution and
Behavior:
• Stanford U.
• U. of Chicago
• Duke U.
• Cornell U.
• U. of California Davis
Molecular and General
Genetics:
• Massachusetts Inst of Technology
• U. of California San Francisco
• Harvard U.
• California Inst of Technology
• Stanford U.
Neurosciences:
• U. of California San Diego
• Yale U.
• Harvard U.
• U. of California San Francisco
• Stanford U.
Pharmacology:
• Yale U.

• U. of Texas Southwestern Medical Center
• U. of California San Diego
• Johns Hopkins U.
• Duke U.
Physiology:
• Yale U.
• U. of California San Diego
• U. of Pennsylvania
• U. of California Los Angeles
• U. of California San Francisco
Next week: More top five schools.
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New library feature
o:fers journal
CLEAN FLOOD
cifican staff writer

Imagine walking up to a computer
terminal in the UOP library, search%! mg for the citations you need for your
latest research paper and having the
full articles emerge from a laser
N printer minutes later.
F in a few weeks, such a system will
pe available on a trial basis in the lir brary and also over the campus dial
er in network for hundreds of journals,
1 said Ron Ray, a technical service lii brarian.
Called the Extended Academic In
dex and Extended Business Index the
system has been available to the UOP
community, but a feature called fullIfei text is being added, along with a print
ilt station, so students can get more than
fcif just abstracts and citations,
lil "About 340, almost 350 of those
0»J (journals] are available in full text,"
Vi said Ray, "so that when you connect
«• to one of these it is possible that you
! can actually get the full text of the
i citation, not just read the citation and
t the abstract."
I, J Not every journal the library sub,( scritres to is available as full-text on
the EA1 and EBI. However, about 180
i current journals will be available in
full text, plus about 170 other jour
nals that the library doesn't currently
receive will be available on the sysr tern.
"We are trying this out for a year,"
said Ray. "The question is, if this is
' going to be successful. By successful
we mean people are pleased we have
it and it turns out to have been worth
while. Then we will have to decide if
we want to continue those in print."
Ray said the library moved in that
direction for several reasons. One was
a package deal that included $3,000

worth of computer equipment as a
free incentive, physical space limita
tions and the ever increasing cost of
journal subscriptions.
"A lot of libraries are looking to
wards [full-text], as a way to get out
of the hard copy, because journals are
going up at such a high inflation
rate," he said.
This year the cost of the library's
journal subscriptions increased in
cost by 14 percent or an additional
$60,000-about half the library's book
budget. Last year the library paid
$440,000 for journal subscriptions.
This year it will cost over $500,000.
The library now pays $13,000 each
year for access to the EAI and the EBI;
adding full-text will cost an addi
tional $20,000.
"We found that it is not much, if
we canceled the print...to take those
dollars and get the electronic full-text
delivered," said Ray. The library could
cancel some its less used, more expen
sive journal subscriptions while still
offering full access to the text, all at a
significant cost savings.
"If you were to cancel the print and
we were to continue to have serious
budget problems, and we would have
to cease this electronic delivery, you
lose everything," said Ray. "I mean if
you can it, that means for the past
two years, everything you paid for
you don't have unless you have al
ready paid for it in paper."
"You can do it from the [on-campus computer] labs," said Ray. "You
can do it from the modem, although
we have somewhat restructured ac
cess there. If it is an on-campus mo
dem you are okay. If you are coming
from off campus, this has to be re
stricted to the UOP community, so
See Text page 11
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On-campus apartments provide advantages for students over residences halls.

On-campus apartment seen
as having major advantages
ERIC GOLDMAN
Pacifican guest writer
Freedom. Independence. No dining
hall.
Those are just some of the advan
tages students cite about making the
move from a UOP residence hall to
an on-campus apartment.
The main on-campus apartment
complexes are the University
Townhouses, located on the north
west side of the river, and the
McCaffrey Center Apartments, more
commonly known as the UC (Univer
sity Center) apartments.
Every year several students move
from the friendly confines of a resi
dence hall into the more self-reliant
atmosphere of an on-campus apart
ment.
Along with the move come adjust
ments that students must make.
Many students say they found the

adjustment to apartment life rather
easy.
Junior Nathan Gonzales is in his
first year of UC apartment living. He
had no problem adjusting to apart
ment life. "I can't say I've had any
problems. My roommates are easy to
live with and I'm really enjoying the
freedom that's permitted in living
here."
It is the freedom and independence
that students say they relish most
about living in an on-campus apart
ment. They don't feel as restricted as
they did while living in a residence
hall.
Junior Garrett Beget, another apart
ment dweller, particularly enjoys the
culinary benefits of living in an apart
ment. "You can eat the food you want
when you want. You don't have to
depend on the dining hall."
See Apartments page 7

KPAC plagued by student apathy; in need of more input
ERIC GOLDMAN
Pacifican guest writer

ager from 1991-1994, said it would
"give students the opportunity to
manage and program a contemporary

Attention students, KPAC needs

you!
KPAC, now in its fifth year of op
eration, is the student-run radio sta
tion on campus. It is run by ASUOP
and broadcasts from the Summit over
Tiger Television. Most of the shows
air week nights, with some broadcasts
airing in the mornings or afternoons
during the week.
When the station was created in
1991, its goal was to simulate a com
mercial radio station. Dr. Alan Ray of
the Communication Department,
who served as KPAC's station man

photo by Dean Wilkendorf

KPAC, UOP student-run radio station.

music station."
Control of the station was given to
ASUOP in 1994 so that students could
run the station entirely and attract a
larger listening audience.
Today the station is operated by stu
dents, but the audience is still not
there. "Very few students know the
station exists," said station manager
Carrie Hayward, a junior. "Right now
we're just trying to attract listeners.
Few UOP students seem aware of
KPAC. Many freshmen and sopho
mores say they have no idea it exists,
or they have heard of KPAC but know
nothing else about it. More upperclassmen say they know it exists, but
not'ffiat" many Tnow'anyfhing be

yond that.
Those students who knew about
KPAC said they found out about it by
word of mouth, by flipping channels,
or they had a friend who did a show
on the station.
"I had always thought that KPAC
played light, mellow, easy listening
music. Then one night when I was
drunk I began flipping channels on
the television. When I flipped on
channel two I heard loud music and
profanity. I thought 'What the hell is
this?'," said one senior.
Students really don't know that
much about KPAC. Ray, who now
serves as an adviser to the station, said
See KPAC page 11
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Campus Impressed with
new Pi Kappa Alpha house
CHRISTI NEILL
Pacifican guest writer
Loud parties, unruly behavior and
crazy rituals.
Sounds like a typical fraternity
right, or the type of organization that
wouldn't fit in the middle of the
Quads. This fraternity is anything but
typical.
This fall Pi Kappa Alpha, or as they
are more commonly known, Pike, has
taken over Wemyss House as theirs.
After being on campus for only a year,
they appear to have made a positive
impression on students, housing and
public safety.
There was some apprehension in
the beginning as to whether or not
the fraternity would cause problems
in the Quads. Close neighbors were a
little scared about the situation.
"I was worried about living next to
a fraternity thinking it would be re
ally noisy, but these guys are great.
They're some of the friendliest people
on campus," said Ritter resident
Sherry Metcalf.
These guys aren't always quiet all
of the time. There are loud parties and
lots of people, like any other frater
nity, but neighbors said Pike knows
how to deal with difficult situations.
"Pikes are gentlemen," said Pike
president John Black. "We can have
fun, but at the same time we have to
be responsible. If we get too loud all
people have to do is call us."
Lt. Jerry Houston of Public Safety
had nothing but good things to say
about Pi Kappa Alpha. He said com
plaints that are generated from the
Quads usually come from noise when
there is a good sized party in
Raymond Great Hall.

"We really haven't had any com
plaints (about Pike). I'm kind of sur
prised," Houston said.
Jim Falcone of Residential Life and
Housing said that Alpha Kappa
Lambda tried to have a house in
Farley two or three years ago.
"It was their own decision to move
from the Quads," Falcone said. "We
never asked them to."
Pike members said they are really
excited to be in their new house and
feel the opportunity to take over the
residence hall is a great asset for them.
"Having a house brings more people
over to see us and brings the guys in
the house closer together," said mem
ber Ken Olofsen.
They can be so quiet that some
don't even know they're there. "I had
no idea there was a fraternity in the
Quads," said a Price House resident
who asked not to be identified.
Pi Kappa Alpha is a "colony," which
means they are not officially affiliated
with the national organization. The
members have to obtain an appropri
ate number of men, complete a cer
tain number of community service
hours, raise a set amount of money
for charity and maintain a certain
GPA.
These requirements are set by
colony members with assistance from
the national organization.
Pi Kappa Alpha has 42 active mem
bers 23 of which live in the house.
They hope to achieve chapter status
by next semester.
When asked if they could handle
the pressure of maintaining a good
reputation and keep their new house
on campus, member Derek Warrich
said, "Sure everyone is looking at us
(Pike) closely, but we're here to stay."

Delta Delta Delta prepares for
sixth annual Spaghetti Fest
CARRIE KANDASAMY
Pacifican guest writer
Delta Delta Delta sorority will be
holding their sixth annual Spaghetti
Fest Dinner on Nov. 5, 1995. The
event will be held at the Tri Delta
sorority house on the University of
the Pacific campus in Stockton, Cali
fornia from 5 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
All proceeds from the event will
be donated to the Children's Can
cer Research Center at the Univer
sity of California at Davis. Children's
Cancer Research is a cause supported
by Delta Delta Delta chapters na
tionwide.
Last year the event attracted ap

proximately 500 people from the
community and campus. Delta Delta
Delta hopes for the same success as
in the previous years. "We need the
support from everyone in order to
make this a success," said Lori
Lischner, Philanthropy Chair.
Tickets will be on sale in the
McCaffrey Center and at the student
dining halls, and will also be avail
able the night of the event. Ticket
prices are $5 per person or $8 per
couple.
"It is great having an event where
everyone—Greeks, non-Greeks and
community members can come to
gether to support an honorable
cause," said Tri Delta member Annie
Nordby.

p h o t o b y Rick Mart..

Pi Kappa Alpha, above, along with Kappa Alpha Theta, were the winners,
Greek Week.

Greek chapters come
together for Greek Week
JANELL BAUER
Pacifican staff writer
Greek students flocked to a blood
drive, showed their strength in a tug
of war, crowded to see a guest
speaker, donated canned food, sang,
chanted and screamed to show their
support for Pacific's Greek Week.
Fraternity Pi Kappa Alpha, and so
rority Kappa Alpha Theta, were the
winning houses based on overall per
formance during the October 22-26
series of events.
"Greek Week is a well rounded
event that provides a social environ
ment for good competition, leader
ship, and learning," said Director of
Student Activities and McCaffrey
Center Rick Morat.
"I think Greek Council did a great
job of organizing all the Greek Week
activities. It was fun to see so many
Greeks participating and supporting
their houses," said Tri Delta Kristyn
Nagata.
The events for the week included a
blood drive, guest speakers on HIV,
alcohol, and decision making, wiffleball, triathlon, tug of war, attendance
of Gamma Sigma Alpha's (Greek
honors fraternity) initiation night,
lip sync, and a canned food drive.
Each of the chapters do their best
to show support for each event.
Points are given to each chapter for
attendance, as well as for winning an
event.
"The purpose of Greek Week is to
unify the Greek system through
friendly competition. But sometimes
that competition goes too far," said
* *
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Alpha Chi Omega Julie Block.
After learning the winners of Greti
Week, Greg Manhire of Pi Kappa Ai
pha said, "All of the last minute
preparation and hours of hard won
was worth it."
Cindy Chin of Kappa Alpha Thet:
said, "Greek Week brought me close
to the house. It also brought all ofi
houses closer to each other. Weal
put in a lot of hard work."
When asked what winning Greel
Week says about a house Morat said
"It means that they set a goal to have
fun and get involved. They are ven
spirited and have pride in their chap
ter."
Greek Week is also a chance forth
Greek community to come togethei
and present itself to the campus ant
community.
Nearly 400 people supported th<
educational speaker. Two hundred
and fifty students supported
brothers and sisters with a 3.5 oi
above in their initiation to Gam®
Sigma Alpha. And 2,510 pounds
canned food was donated to the
Emergency Food Bank, said Morat
"Greek Week was so much fun.
was great to see all of the houses work
ing together," said Delta Gamffl
Kelly Kesterson.
Greek Week is a chance for ®
(Greek students) to present ourselves
to the campus in a different way than
we are normally seen, said Charlk
Griffith at the conclusion of Greek
Week.
Yet one non-Greek student said,"•
feel that Greek Week has little effee1
on the non-Greek community," satf
Michelle Whittlesy.

November 2, 1995
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landicapped students receive improved
iccess to facilities, including new ramps
LARRY HUNTINGTON
Pacifican guest writer
From new ramps in some residence
halls to providing electric carts with
d ivers, UOP administrators say they
are working hard to help accommo
date students on campus who need
some extra help due to a disability.
When you walk around the cam
pus, you can see wheelchair ramps
that have been installed recently in
Jesse Ballantyne and John Ballantyne
residence halls, enabling students
Who require wheel chairs to access the
first floor rooms and restrooms. These
ramps, installed by Physical Plant,
cost $11,000 each and are evidence
that the university is complying with
the needs of the students.
Joe Kirim, director of physical plant,
said that the ramps installed on cam
pus are not a requirement for older
buildings until they have gone
through renovations.
"We put them in simply because we

felt it was the best thing to do for the
students of the future" Kirim said.
"I've been here since 1989, and each
year we've done as much as possible,
within the financial limitations that
everyone has today, to upgrade as

Aside from the installation
of the new wheelchair
ramps, the Registrars
Office has worked closely
with Enabling Services in
helping disabled students
attend the classes they
need if they are not
accessible.
many of the facilities as possible."
Aside from the installation of the
new wheelchair ramps, the Registrars
Office has worked closely with En
abling Services in helping disabled

Tiger's Grocery offers
selection, $ for students
XOCHITL GARCIA
Pacifican staff writer
From sodas and candy to tobacco,
condoms and pregnancy tests the oncampus Tiger's Grocery Store provides
a wide variety of items in a conve
nient location at comparable prices.
The store generates an average of
$24,000 in profits per year. The
money goes back to the students, ac
cording to ASUOP Controller Beth
Johnson.
"Our money goes back into the
ASUOP budget, which is then bud
geted out for students activities," said
store manager Kim Beachy. "Any ac
tivity that they do-our money con
tributes to that."
According to Beachy, the store is
always trying to improve service. "We
have added a lot of new products
lately," she said. "Now we have a lot
more variety in the shelves."
Some of the new products available
are: Fruityfull bars, bags of ice, fro
zen com on the cob and frozen juices.
"Many of the items in the store are
about the same here and in the gro
cery store," said shopper Mylinh Ho.
"The only difference is that I don't
have to go off-campus to find the
products."
The store is currently operated by

Fv-

photo by Rick Marhula

Tiger's Grocery is located in the
McCaffrey Center.
about 13 student-employees, whose
main duties range from working the
register to stocking the back room.
"Our student employees are all
wonderful people who are always
friendly and willing to help," said
assistant student manger Bonnie
Russell.
There are many improvements
planned.
"Last year we put a sink in the back.

See Tiger Grocery page 11

students attend the classes they need
if they are not accessible. Most of the
buildings on campus do not allow
access to disabled students.
Anita Buatista, director of the Dis
abled Student Services Program in
Knoles Hall, works with students who
have documented physical disabili
ties by making sure they have access
to all their classes. Disabled Services
then refers a disabled student who
requires assistance to the Registrar's
Office where they make special ar
rangements for that student.
"All students are notified of the
existence of the program," Buatista
said, "and if they feel that they need
some assistance, they can make the
request through our office."
Accommodations range from mov
ing inaccessible classes to accessible
rooms, helping find note-takers for a
class, finding tutors or homework
aids, and even helping disabled stu
dents get to class by providing elec
tric carts with drivers.
Dede Sanchez, who works in the
Resigstrar's Office, helps accommo
date the need of the student by bring
ing the classroom closer to the dis
abled student.
"Through the office that handles
the enabled students, they will let us
know what students need that acces
sibility and then at the beginning of
the term we will, if they are not in a
room where they can access, change
rooms," said Sanchez. This can be a
benefit for other students who attend
the same class by eliminating those
dreaded flights of stairs.
Jim Falcone, Director of Life and
Housing, said the efforts made by the
university in making it easier for dis
abled students have been very good.
Some services offered to the stu
dents like Residential Life and Hous
ing are inaccessible to disabled stu
dents, so services are brought to the
student, he said.

photo by Rick Marhula

One handicap ranp is located at
McCaffrey Center.
"My personal feeling is that all of
the student services should all be ac
cessible to any student and should all
be on the first floor," says Falcone.
The university is currently being
evaluated for a five month period by
Sasaki Corporation, a consulting firm
from San Francisco who is evaluat
ing the campus residence and dining
hall operations. One of their respon
sibilities is looking at the ADA re
quirement (American Disability Act)
and making sure the university is fol
lowing it properly.
Falcone said he hoped for a posi
tive report regarding handicapped
access because of the efforts being
made by the university. The univer
sity wants to provide the same ser
vice for every student and the uni
versity can accommodate this service
with no inconvenience at all.

Emergency Food Bank
needs donations
The Pacifican
Last year, 1,987 needy people in 661
families came to the Emergency Food
Bank on the Wednesday before
Thanksgiving for the necessary gro
ceries for their Thanksgiving dinners.
This year, the EFB is again asking
for the community's help. Donors
can purchase a turkey during the two
weeks before Thanksgiving and do
nate it to the EFB. Other feast fixings

needed are yams, potatoes, frozen
pumpkin and mince meat pies, cran
berry sauce, etc. A major donation of
stuffing mix has already been re
ceived.
The EFB is open to accept donations
Monday through Friday from 7:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. at 7 W. Scotts Ave.,
under the Center Street overpass. For
further information or to make ar
rangements for large donation truck
pick-up or cash donations call (209)
464-7369.
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Board of Regents members: Who's who in Stockton I
SARAH LEER
Pacifican staff writer
The Board of Regents is currently
occupied by 32 members.
Members with terms expiring in
1996 are:
•Charles Bloom, president of CHB
Investment Company of Monterey.
•Stockton resident and civic leader
Joan Cortopassi.
•Mrs. Robert Ferguson, civic leader
of Stockton.
•David Gerber, president of MGM/
UA Television Broadcast Group in Los
Angeles.
•Ralph Guild, president of INTEREP
of New York.
•Gail E. Kautz, owner of John Kautz
farms of Lodi.
•Donald J. Smith, a partner of the
Turlock Fruit Company.

Those whose terms expire in 1997
are:
•Dea Spanos Berberian, executive
vice president of A.G. Spanos Com
panies of Stockton.
•John Corson of San Jose, a repre
sentative of the Cabinet Council of
finance and administration for the
United Methodist Church.
•Loren S. Dahl, a federal bank
ruptcy court judge of Sacramento.
•Greelaw "Fritz" Grupe Jr., chair
man and CEO of the Grupe Company
of Stockton.
• Mantecan Kathleen Lagorio
Janssen, owner of Lagorio Commu
nications.
•Weldon T. Moss, Stockton resident
and partner in Moss and Craig.
•Dale F. Redig, the executive direc
tor of California Dental Association
who resides in Sacramento.

DeRosa
continued from page 1

(

1

something that they've been discuss
ing for many years."
DeRosa faced sharp questioning
from faculty members who ques
tioned how the budget-strapped
school like UOP could continue to
support an expensive sports program.
He avoided taking a specific posi
tion on the future of UOP sports and
did not respond to repeated questions
about why UOP has more assistant
football coaches than reference librar
ians.
The football team has booked
games against nationally ranked
powers like Nebraska this year in an
effort to raise an estimated $840,000

in appearance fees and help cover its
costs.
DeRosa suggested that UOP get
some advice from some outside
sources who could make suggestions
for any changes within the athletic
department.
"I'm a strong believer in outside
consultation, and they can offer some
options to us," he said. "Look at like
universities. Look at many options,
take a look and see what's right for
this university."
DeRosa added, "I do think it would
be difficult for this university to have
a very lean and limited athletic pro
gram."

Meetings
continued from page 1

I

i

i
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reporters were only allowed to talk to
Regent members as they left the meet
ings.
Joe Wills, news director of the of
fice of university relations, said that
Monagan supported DeRosa's com
ments.
"It may be a new sense of wanting
to reach out to people on campus,"
Wills said.
Wills said that in publicly financed
schools, there is an obligation to
make such meetings public knowl
edge.
"In a private school, there's no ob
ligation to do that sort of thing," he
said. "This board is private, and it's
not under some of the obligation that
public schools might be under."
As far as having the schedules of the
meetings made available for the pub
lic, Wills said they can and will be
provided. It will take some time work
ing with a secretary to put them all
together, he said.
— L.

DeRosa's comments seem to sur
prise faculty members, who said the
normal procedure was for the admin
istration just to announce the results
of the meetings, as they did last
month after Monagan was reelected
board chair.
DeRosa said he has a close working

"I'm going to do a lot of
work educating this
board, educating and
developing and bringing
new people to the board,"
DeRosa said.
relationship with the board.
"I'm going to do a lot of work edu
cating this board, educating and de
veloping and bringing new people to
the board," he said.
The next board meeting is tenta
tively scheduled for Nov. 18.

Members with terms expiring in
1998 are:
•Escalon resident Hugh P. Barton,
president of R.P. Barton & Company.
•retired Clovis resident Walter A.
Baun.
•Carter Brown president and CEO
of Omega Performance of San Fran
cisco.
• Stockton civic leader Mimi
Eberhardt.
•Sacramento resident Tom Eres who
is an attorney at law for Kronick,
Moskovitz, Tiedemann & Girard.
•Angus MacLean Jr., president of
Barton, MacLean & Walters, Inc. of
San Francisco.
•Stockton real estate developer
James McCargo.
• Stockton civic leader Nancy
Spiekerman.
• Bob Yamada, a rancher and
Stocktonian.

•Herbert K. Yee, a dentist f, ^
&t F
ramento.
Those with terms expiring j,
are:
•Neven Hulsey of Linvvood
dent and CEO of Earle M. j0t^ r
Company.
•Steven L. Hunton of Los
owner of Cobble Knoll, Inc
• Robert Monagan, chairtna. !
California World Trade Coni^,
of Sacramento.
t
•Stocktonian Gary Podesto, 0»,
of Food 4 Less.
•Thomas R. Sweeney of Danili
board of directors for Longs W
Stores.
•Hilda Yao, vice president of J
national Private Banking Adminjs.
tion for Bank of America of San Fj
cisco.
•Retiree Peter Zischke of Orinda

Regents
continued from page 1

is mentioned more often simply be
cause it receives the most attention,
said Monagan.
Several issues regarding the foot
ball program will be discussed at the
special meeting. The board will ques
tion whether UOP should play na
tionally ranked teams such as Ne
braska and If UOP should be in a dif
ferent conference entirely. They will
also examine the effects if the foot
ball program was completely termi
nated.
Last year the board did not to vote
on the issue. "We decided not to de
cide because all of the information
wasn't available" such as the total fi
nances of the program, said
Monagan.
In a wide-range interview,
Monagan also said:
•The board has spent time reex
amining their purpose through some
of their policies. They are changing
and developing new bylaws to try to
make the board more efficient.
"We had 36 members and are try
ing to reduce numbers to increase ef
ficiency," said Monagan. The board
is now occupied by 32 members.
•As the newly reelected chairman,
he sees several strengths in UOP. The
university's size makes it possible to
have a very individual oriented pro
gram, he said. "The educational cul
ture is beneficial for students," said
Monagan.
•One of the upcoming challenges
that UOP faces is the need to build
financial resources to increase the en
dowment so the school is able to meet
its costs. He also believes there should
be a strong effort to review all aspects
of the university to make sure stu
dents' needs are met. With the right

programs and structure, UOP will;
tract more students, said Monajt
The board meets four times aji
twice on the Stockton campus,®*
on the Dental School campus ini
Francisco, and once on McG»:
Law School campus. Occasion);
they will call special meetings tot
with certain issues such as a k
rial crisis or the search for a newptt
dent.
Monagan said the quarterlyffi
ing are officially open to the pi
Yet the dates and times of meetir.
in the past often were not release
Executive sessions held for matv
regarding personnel or lawsii
against the university are closed mr
ings.
The board oversees the financ
matters and governing of the unm
sity and is the ultimate derision®
ing body.
The board also has 11 respond
ties that are designated as the ®
of the governing board, said Nat
Spiekerman, secretary of the boat
The roles are: to select and app«
the president; to monitor t'
president's performance; to del'
mine the mission of the institute
to approve long range plans; to <
prove educational programs; to in®
financial solvency; to defend thea
tonomy of the institution; to enhat
the public standing of the institute
to interpret the community to '
campus; to serve as the court of®
appeal; and to assess their own p
formance.
Overall, Monagan seemed opt®
tic about the direction of the BoJ
of Regents. "I think there is a S1*
enthusiasm among the board a®
is being reflected throughout then
versity," said Monagan.
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OiMeet Karen DeRosa: UOP's dynamic first lady

%
X

)NI B. HAY

rifican guest writer

jSne sits on the edge of her seat, a
urn-colored brocade couch in the
sident's residence.The fabric lends
If to the rest of the furnishings:
]u etly elegant. Throughout the
mm, photographs perch upon
xed surfaces, reflecting happy
nily gatherings.
enthusiastically leans forward
talk, using graceful hand gestures
punctuate her ideas. A Tommy Ti>r watch peeks out from under her
leve.
Karen DeRosa talked amidst a bus
ing household. House guests from
Italy, the housekeeper, a sick child,
>sie the golden retriever, and her
isband, UOP President Donald
[.'Rosa, all took turns meandering
throughout the room.
"I still have to get used to this," she
p g( stured to the spacious room. "And
to the title of first lady," she added
-• with a smile.
As UOP's first lady, she faces the
1 challenges of a job without a descripr- tion Nowhere is it written that the
s- first lady has specific duties to ful1 fill. Each first lady throughout hisi fory has chosen their own path,
whether it's the wife of the president
> of the United States, or the wife of
I the president of UOP.
; "I don't think that Don and I, for
any moment, felt that we weren't
coming here as a team," DeRosa said
in her first full-length interview since
a-riving on campus. "We perceive
that as a couple we have a job to do.
That's how we're approaching it."
President DeRosa is the first to ad
mit that he accepted this job with his

wife by his side. He views her not just
standing behind him, merely an ap
pendage, but as an independent, sup
portive and equal partner.
"One of the real advantages as a
president is having a spouse that is
committed to higher education and
has the knowledge and interest to be
engaged in the work of the univer
sity," said President DeRosa. "I feel I
have a true partner who can offer in
sights because of her background in
student life."
And like the ongoing student tra
dition of scaling the fence at the
president's house and jumping in
pool (which she doesn't mind, just
don't scare the kids), she has jumped
into life at UOP.
Christie Dickey, ASUOP president,
said she was impressed with her in
volvement on campus.
"I see her and President DeRosa at
a lot of different committee meet
ings," said Dickey. "I also see her
walking with her kids around cam
pus. I even saw them at homecom
ing. They were sitting in the students'
section."
Being thrown into the whirlwind
of social activities as president's wife,
DeRosa finds herself juggling the du
ties of being a wife, a mother of two
young children, standing beside Presi
dent DeRosa in his duties, getting in
volved in UOP and the community
and finding a slice of time for her
self.
"It's going to be a balancing act,"
she said reflecting on her first semes
ter on campus. "There's a lot on the
plate to balance, and I don't want to
drop anything."
Dr. Judith Chambers, the vice presi
dent of Student Life, said DeRosa has

photo by Rick Marhula

Karen DeRosa

Karen and Donald DeRosa.

charmed everyone with her open
ness, sincerity, her ability to listen
and her obvious interest in student
life.
"Her role as first lady is extremely
important in terms of reaching out
to the university and the commu

ter role as first lady is
extremely important in
terms of reaching out to
the university and the
community;" said
Chambers.
nity," said Chambers. "The feedback
I hear is that she's made a remark
able, positive impression on the com
munity of Stockton."
Born in the small town of Mt.
Vernon, Ohio, 42 years ago, the first
lady believes in a sense of commu
nity and family values.
"1 grew up in a town with front
porches," she said in her soft-spoken
voice. "Everyone sat on chairs on
their porches. You could walk down
the street and spend most of your
time talking to people.
"That's one thing that makes me
sad about raising kids today. The en
vironment isn't the same as it used
to be," she said. "Kids used to be free
to play without their parents being
around. Now the kids must be in
sight."
As an undergraduate she went to
Bowling Green State University in
north Ohio. Quitting after a year, she
moved to Colorado and later left to
spend an entire summer in Europe.
"I don't know what I was search
ing for, but traveling made me grow
up. Europe was very significant for
me," DeRosa said. "It made me ap
preciate my country. I felt like an
American for the first time."
After a two year absence from

photo by Toni B. Hay

school, she was ready to be a serious
student. Returning to Bowling Green,
she received a Communications de
gree with a Sociology and Psychology
emphasis. Her interest in student life
was born and nurtured at this time,
by a woman for whom she worked
on campus.
"She really believed in me," said
DeRosa. "It was a turning point in my
life. She got me involved in campus
activities. In her very subtle way she
pushed me. She exemplified what
administration, faculty and staff do
all the time. They see things in stu
dents that the students don't see in
themselves."
After receiving a Masters of Educa
tion degree in student personnel from
the University of Vermont, she went
back to Bowling Green State Univer
sity to work in the campus recreation
center. She worked as assistant direc
tor where she was in charge of per
sonnel and organizing the programs,
along with teaching aerobics and
wellness classes. That's also where she
met her future husband.
"I had just started jogging, and he
had started jogging a year or so be
fore. We met on the track," Mrs.
DeRosa said with a smile. "He was
running a little faster than I was, but
I eventually caught up with him. I
started jogging with him and pretty
soon we ended up becoming very
good friends. We could talk about
anything."
A few months later they started
dating. And just about a year after
their first date, they married.
One of greatest challenges in
DeRosa's life has been marrying into
a family with three teen-agers. But
quality time, understanding and love
have proven to be the glue that binds
the family together.
"You develop a very special rela
tionship with your stepchildren It's
See Karen De Rosa page 1,1
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What should I think about over
the Thanksgiving holiday?
BURTON JAY NADLER
Director UOP Career Services
November is here. We've finished
our last Halloween candy, it's colder
walking across campus for early
morning classes, commercials for
Christmas sales appear with annoy
ing regularity and we begin to think
about Thanksgiving.
With this holiday in mind, I
wanted to prepare seniors (and oc
casionally Juniors) for "turkey talk."
This phrase is not intended to cast
implications on personalities of
those who initiate conversations,
but provide a context to the timing
of the exchanges.

.
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"Pass the gravy. By the
way what are you going
to do after you've
finished that fancy and
expensive school you're
going to?
"Pass the gravy. By the way, what
are you going to do after you've fin
ished that fancy and expensive
school you're going to? Your ride on
the gravy train is almost over."
These words will be heard by some
over Thanksgiving break. Whether
Uncle Mortimer or some other notso-well-meaning relative asks di
rectly, or whether mom or dad ask
indirectly, post-graduation plans
will be a source of curiosity. We hope
they don't become a source of great
consternation or indigestion.
Don't misinterpret the question as
"What are you going to do with the
rest of your life?" This could cause
grave consequences, perhaps requir
ing the Heimlich Maneuver to disodge a fork full of fowl. No matter
the intention of the inquirer, re
spond that decision-making is un
derway. Ideally, be prepared to cite
fields of interest which you are ex
ploring, and respond to the inquiry
with your own question. "Do you

know anyone within these fields who
I can talk to or who can help me with
my efforts to find employment?" To
ensure that you will be able to do so,
we urge you to visit a Career Services
counselor. After a brief session, you
can determine whether the Career
Focus Program, designed to stimulate
effective career exploration, is an ap
propriate next step or whether you
are well prepared to address this par
ticular question. Most importantly,
we can help you transform goals into
successful job search actions.
"When I was in school 1 spent holi
days working, not goofing off, skiing,
or visiting the beach. What are you
going to do over Christmas break?"
There's always someone at the table
who "worked my way up the ladder
of success," of course after graduat
ing from the "school of hard knocks."
There is much you can do to support
goal-setting and job search efforts
while supporting yourself over the
holiday break. These are ideal times
to conduct information conversa
tions. It is best to view these commu
nications as research (or pRe-search),
not as job search activities. You are
trying to meet as many people in
fields of interest as possible, learn as
much as you can about their back
grounds and seek to understand the
nature of entry-level opportunities.
We at Career Services are prepared to
teach approaches to information con
versations and encourage you to use
the Alumni Career Advisory Network.
Of course, the idea of a brief "volun
teer experience" (not to be confused
with a formal "internship") is wor
thy of exploration.
Don't whine about how difficult
finding part-time or post-graduation
jobs is. Actions speak louder than
words. Respond by citing what you
plan to do, including information
conversations, and you might get
some very good advice and a bit of
support. Toast to your relative's past
successes and be confident that yours
will follow soon. "Where are the
yams? Haven't you starting looking
for a job yet? It's not going to be easy

to find one this year."
Yes, job search traditionally takes
3-6 months and most college grads
do not have jobs as of graduation.
Studies show that goal-directed job
seekers and those who use career ser
vices take the least amount of time
to find employment. Don't put off
efforts until May. Start looking now.
Be prepared for on-campus inter
viewing, which takes place in
March. Some may react to the
doom-and-gloom descriptions of
the job market by putting off their
efforts. Now is the time to begin!
"I know a great many people in
influential- positions. Give me your
resume. I'll spread it around."
You should have a resume to dis
tribute to family and friends. Visit
our office, pick up a "Resume Writ
ing Guide," write a first draft and
have it critiqued. Don't be shy when
someone offers to help, but don't
accept an offer without a sense of
how you will follow up. Someone
"spreading around" a resume is not
effective job search. Be prepared to
cite goals, gain a list of those who
will receive a resume, write follow
up notes to these persons, and ulti
mately arrange meetings with new
found members of your "job search
network." We at Career Services are
ready to teach skills required to
implement a total and successful job
search campaign.
By now a hypothetical, yet
pointed holiday picture is clear.
Without preparation, you might be
confronting rather difficult holiday
scenes. Don't be the turkey served
over the holidays. Visit Career Ser
vices soon. Know the best ways to
respond to these rather humorous
and too often real situations.
Melisa Lucchesi is very thankful
that she has recently accepted an of
fer to join Sacramento Easter Seals
within a public relations and fund
raising capacity. Shiela Bacus-Alton
is thankful that she now assists
UOP's Graduate School with admis
sions related activities. Congratula
tions to these successful alumnae.
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fyjOP Forensics sweeps Santa Rosa JC tournament
CYNTHIA VALDIVIA
!;0P Forensics Coach
mpeting this past weekend at
ta Rosa Junior College's Invitaal Tournament against universiand colleges from all over Caliia and Nevada, the University of
N
ie Pacific's forensics team loudly
laimed its presence by winning
fourth place sweepstakes award,
e small but mighty UOP squad,
prised of only four members, aculated an outstanding 136 total
ts, and placed fourth out of 22
l> chools.
' Contributing to the award, Annf larie Cook and Scott Stroud took
vecc nd in open CEDA debate. Cook

wrtments
ominued from page 3
Other aspects of apartment life stu
nts enjoy are: more living space,
having a private room, carpeting,
her toleration of noise and private
itnrooms.
^Moving into an apartment also
mes with its share of problems.
Junior Tina Groshong said she enered difficulties "furnishing the
immon areas of the apartment. Getg the basic necessities, such as
ikware, was also a bit of a prob-

Iflfpt"

fj Students found that the difficulties
JlWre nothing compared to the benbefits and enjoyments that come with
if Iving in an on-campus apartment.
II he increased independence also

won top honors in debate speaker
points and Stroud held his own by
earning fourth.
Not to be outdone by their team
mates, individual event competitors
Kristen Taglia and Tai Bogan made
some noise of their own. Taglia, a jun
ior-level competitor, presented a pro
grammed oral interpretation of litera
ture in a combined round of both
open and junior performers and took
third place. Bogan, the forensics
team's newest member, took third in
negotiations and fourth in informa
tive speaking.
"Winning this sweepstakes award is
important, and I'm proud of the
team's accomplishment, but I'm more
proud of how they earned it: to

gether," said Grant Cos, UOP's Direc
tor of Forensics.
Agreeing with Cos, coaches Jenni
fer Mercieca and Cynthia Valdivia
said that UOP's forensics success is
attributed to the squad's competitive
excellence, and also to the under
standing of the importance of work
ing together as a team.
"Supporting one another-that's
what it's all about. Traveling to
gether-spending 14 hour days competing-we need each other," said
Taglia.
The union of hard work and team
effort is a relationship that serves
UOP's four-member forensics squad
well.

means increased responsibility.
"Students must learn to deal with
their own problems and take respon
sibility for themselves," said Rich
Bremner, Head Resident of the UC
apartments.
The UC apartment complex, on the
top level of McCaffrey Center, has
over 30 apartment units that are re
served for upperclassmen.
Dawn Harshman and Andi Strub,
the two resident assistants in the UCs,
said the students should look at liv
ing in an on-campus apartment as
they would an apartment off cam
pus.
"Living in an on-campus apartment
is like a halfway mark to living in the
real world. Students should have
more respect for the situation and for

those around them," said Strub.
Harshman concurred, "Students
should make like it's a real apartment.
In the real world there are no RAs.
That's why we encourage them to
confront the other residents if a prob
lem arises."
Suggestions for students moving
into an on-campus apartment for the
first time, received standard answers:
communicate and be flexible with
your roommates; learn to cook; clean
your bathroom; buy your own toilet
paper.
Moving from a residence hall into
an on-campus apartment is a move
most students want to make. They
want the freedoms. They want the
independence. They don't want the
dining hall.
Students planning on moving into
an apartment should remember to be
flexible, be responsible, bring pots
and pans, and cooking is a must.
Remember, don't forget the toilet
paper.
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I Free Delivery
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952-3030

H
Free Delivery

UOP VALUE MEAL
One Topping Pizza
Small

Medium

$4.99

$5.99

$8.99
Large Hand
T o s s e d Pizza
With All Your
Favorite Toppings

L
L arge

$6.99
$

$2.99
Buffalo Wings
With Any
Pizza Purchase

Tiger Grocery
continued from page 5

This year we are working on getting
a new register," said Beachy.
Beachy is working on safety and se
curity of the store. "There is not that
big of a problem [with security]. What
I want to do is eliminate it before it
becomes a problem," she said.
Improvements are not only limited
to decisions made by staff. Beachy
invites students to give their sugges
tions for improvements.
"If there are any ideas or sugges
tions for improving the store, stu
dents should go ahead and contact
us," she said.
Tiger's Grocery is open Monday
through Friday 8 a.m. to 11 p.m., Sat
urday noon to 11 p.m. and Sunday
noon to 10 p.m.

Tiger's Grocery Top 10 selling items
(in no particular order)

Marlboro lights
20 oz Coke
Snapple Drinks
Snicker's
Bagels
Hansens's ice cream
It's It ice cream bar
Ginseng Tea
White Rock water
Beef Jerky

The B a u n F a t n e s s C e n t e r

jxi
START THE NEW SE^IESTER OFF RIGHT!
Come Shape Up ln^The Fitness Center*

WITH THIS AD PAY ONLY $30
MEMBERSHIP FEE!!
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A look back in UOP history
From the archives of The Pacifican and its predecessors
1

Year

Ago

spoke Oct. 29 at the Conservatory of Music

(1994):

Young, a clergyman and civil rights leader, cited

A man attacked two women in separate inci

human rights and foreign policy as the two most

dents on the Calaveras River levee. Neither of the

important issues of the recent campaign...

women were UOP students... Homecoming week's

Jonathan Swift Turtle LeDeux, a 49-year-old

75th anniversary celebration and events were a

Miwok Indian, nailed himself to a cross in north

success.
3

Years

rfi

Ago

Stockton where he remained crucified for four

(1992):

hours as a protest to building on an Indian burial

U.S. Trade Representative Carla A. Hills spoke

ground. LeDeux inserted a nail into his left palm

at Long Theatre. She is the first of five high-pro-

M
B

and attached barbed wire around his neck, wrists,

file speakers being sponsored by the School of Busi

and waist.

ness and Public Administration... UOP's water polo

16

team beat llavis 15-4.

.
ft

5

Years

Ago

(1990):

20

I

petition was the year's largest... KUOP has devel

and Queen... Ken Kesey, author of "One Hew Over

oped "Midday News;" a program including on the

the Cuckoo's Nest," visited UOP on Nov. 5. He held

scene interviews, community news and remote

a workshop for creative writing Students and

broadcasts... A ''Stop Smoking" clinic has been

signed copies of his bestseller
Ago

(1984}:

A recent report stated that the average salary of

Salinger

ment- „

continued from page 1

Years

>

Ago

(1974):

age, about $6,000... UOP students showed Support

The homosexual community at UOP is unit-

for the Democratic vice presidential candidate

ingin the (urm of the Gay People's Union... UOP

Geraldine Ferraro in Stockton's Hunter Square last

student Fred Miller is trying to form a parachute

Thursday... Many students have demonstrated an

club with weekend instruction sessions in

interest in joining the Young Republicans. The

Antioch.

consensus seems to be that the organization would

25

Years

Ago

(1970):

Since the academic year 1961-62, the PSA has

serve as a counter-point to the democratic point
of view by featuring debates and guest speakers.

been setting aside $3 from every student's PSA

10

fee to build a student center fund. The fund cur

Years

Ago

(1985):

rently has $123,000.

"A Pacific Odyssey" will be the homecoming

71

theme tills year. Scheduled events include the coro

Years

Ago

(1924):

Pacific has never held a bonfire. The first one

nation, a bonfire, a jazz, concert, the parade and
the Big Game: UOP's Tigers take on Long Beach

had been planned for Thursday but it didn't hap

Slate...

South-West Hall had its traditional

pen. The Cal Aggies arrived the night before and

Haunted House last Friday night and section mem

set fire to the wood Pacific had intended to use...

bers competed to see who could decorate their part

A Homecoming Day alumni banquet will precede

the best... After defeating Cal Poly 3-2, the

the dedication of Pacific Stadium.

women's volleyball team ranks Number One.

87

S

Years

Ago

Years

Ago

(1908):

Advertisement in "The Tiger"

(1980):

"If your tire goes flat,

Stockton's presidential candidate and UFO mesemployment and war. Allen Michael,63, founder

And your old bike looks

of the New Age Synthesis Party said this plan was

Like a pile of junk,"

devised by extraterrestrial beings he encountered

Ring up John 3411

while aboard a flying saucer... Andrew Young,

and your bicycle will be called for and deliv
ered without extra charge.

edited by Jeanne Castleman
41"'near

"Manny's"

'47

CaCifornia Tresfi
•C • A • F • E •
Rotisserie Roasted Turkey Sa
"The Real Thing"

World's First Oyster Burrito
INCREDIBLE!

Fresh Fish RanHyyjnhPQ
"Can Be Grilled"

BLT
Hand Cut Apple Smoked Bacon

Breast Of Chicken Sandwich
(

"Stockton's Best"
Freshly Squeezed LemnnaHra
1612 Pacific Avenue
Phone Orders
463-6415

1
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• Served as senator from California
for a short term.
Before his speech, Salinger signed
copies of his ninth book, "P. S. a Mem
oir."
Salinger offered his view of where
he thinks America is headed politi
cally. He predicted that Newt
Gingrich would be the Republican
presidential nominee if Colin Powell
does not enter the race. He also said
that he believes by the year 2000 four
political parties will exist.
Following his speech, Salinger per
formed a piano piece he wrote when
he was 14. He gave his first concert
at 6-years old.
He graduated from high school at
15. By the age of 19 he was Captain

hopefully increase the bro
range and attract more liste^f
Hayward also feels that the
has been hurt by a lack of co^
"Every time someone new r3'
UL like ctirtinn
ill ov ^til
station it's
starting all
er
"One of my biggest goals js H
kllz-L h i rrh ctonHdrHc I .
tablish
high standards for rUn''•]
1
KPAC. An advisory board is bejj j
up to make sure the stationA ^
these standards each year," Hay,,'
said.
The people involved with KPa^
they are doing their best to a%
the problem of student apathy, y
getting rid of any virus, it's g0jn.
take time and patience. Howev.
KPAC can't heal itself without hy
from the students. If you would lj
to get involved or would like mc,
information on KPAC, contacted
rie Hayward at the ASU0P "
946-2233.
A

of a submarine chaser in the Unite!
States Navy. By 21 he graduated fr«
the University of San Francisco
became a full-time reporter
San Francisco Chronicle.
Currently, Salinger is the vicechaii[
man of Burson-Marsteller which ti;l
said is the world's largest public rela
tions firm, spanning over 40 cour..
tries.
On the morning following his
speech, Salinger spoke to a universit
public relations class, offering then
advice about their field.
"It was like speaking to my grand
father, " junior Heather Davidson
said. "He has so much history tool
fer."
Junior Chuck Arellano said, "The
man had a lot of good knowledge,
was like a history lesson."

And your spokes go punk.

siah believes he has the answers to inflation, un

former US Ambassador to the United Nations,

the station is still young.
"It usually takes a college radio sta
tion around 10 years to get on its feet.
Also, KPAC has never been promoted
properly. If it's going to simulate a
commercial radio station it should
advertise like one," he said.
Hayward agreed. "We need to at
tract listeners. Once we do that we
can go about selling advertising time
and begin operating like a real com
mercial radio station. I'm really en
thusiastic about what can be done
with KPAC."
Although KPAC can only be heard
over Tiger Television (channel 2) at
this time, it is working on getting an
FM frequency by next semester.
KPAC's limited broadcast range has
hurt its popularity. It cannot be
picked up outside of the UOP cam
pus. Obtaining an FM frequency will

initiated on campus by the Psychology depart
21

a UOP professor is 15% below the national aver

11
!

(1975):

With 350 contestants from 30 schools, the com

Alpha Theta, were announced homecoming's King

Years

Ago

trophies at the Sacramento City College debate.

of Phi Delta Theta, and Carey Chatfield, of Kappa

9

Years

The Pacific Dialectic Society won a record 17

was caused by an empty ether can... Alfred Speat,

i

(1979):

the scene and the men were arrested.

ous materials team arrived to find that the odor

i

Ago

men. A Stockton police officer happened upon

The chemistry labs were evacuated Monday dmto strong odors. The fire department and hazard

i

Years

A UQP officer was attacked and beaten by two

continued from page 3

Discover the flavors that have
made San Felipe famous

CARNE ASADA • CARNITAS
TOSTADAS® QUESADILLAS
Fresh Squeezed Lemonade
Fresh Squeezed Orange Juice
Drive Thru Espresso
Phone Orders 952-6261
j

We accept ATM, Visa, [4601 Pacific Ave
Mastercard & Discover 1 blk. south of
march lane
%r. +* * -** * "It *

Considering a career in psychology?

The Professional School of Psycholog]
• Affordable Quality Graduate Programs
• Evening and Weekend Classes Taught by Community Professional
• Master's and Doctoral Degreees in Clinical Psychology
• Graduates Meet the Educational Requirements for the
Marriage, Family, and Child Counselor (MFCC)
and Psychologist Licenses

Attend an Information Meeting!
12:00 Noon and 6:00 P.M. (*Noon Only)
Thursday, November 2
Monday, November 6
Tuesday, November 7

Thursday, November 9
Friday, November 10*
Wednesday, November 15
Thursday November 16*
No Reservations Required

The Professional School of Psychology
425 University Ave. Suite 201, Sacramento, CA 95825
(916) 923-5537
Since 1980
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cial Aid office, and in the Drama and
Communication departments.
Carolyn's duties at KUOP include
managing the budget, maintaining
correspondence, editing the station's

CARRIE HAYWARD
Pacifican staff writer

Carolyn can be found answering
an endless succession of phone
calls in the KUOP office. She is per
S,iiv I
Hi haps the only KUOP staff member
X who can successfully carry on two
buj conversations simultaneously—be
ty cause she has a phone almost per
manently attached to her ear.
COfc
She has been working at UOP for
%"
15 years and has served in several
different campus offices.
"I came in 1980 and I started
working in the Admissions office.
It was kind of an escape to get out
of being a housewife with four
kids," she said. Before she became
administrative assistant at KUOP,
Carolyn also worked in the Finan

photo by Rick Marhula

monthly program guide and, of
course, covering the phones.
"I don't do windows," she said,
smiling.
What she does do is run friendly
interference for station staff, a job
that requires no small amount of pa

tience. Regardless of her mood,
Carolyn is always friendly on the
phone.
"Sometimes it's difficult. Some
times 1 really have to shift gears and
I really won't be feeling the way that
Icome across. But when you have to
be there for the public you just do
it," she said.
Carolyn's favorite flavor of ice
cream is Chocolate Brownie. About
movies she said, "1like all movies for
different reasons. I'm a movie nut."
In her spare time Carolyn enjoys
many hobbies, including cooking,
sewing and pottery. But her first love
is writing, and it's something she
does often. She said that her other
hobbies all "take up time and are
messy and it's awfully hard to always
get to do [them], I can take my po
etry with me anywhere."
Carolyn is a published poet and she
has just completed her first novel, a
science fiction story about lizards.
"It was quite an adventure," she
said of the writing process behind the
novel. "It just kind of came to me and
I've had a heck of a fun time writing

Text

Karen De Rosa

continued from page 3

continued from page 7

you have to identify yourself by log
ging on to a VAX account, and then
telnet to Pacificat and then you will
get to see it as a menu option.
III!"
"If you dial in from just any address
lie here in Stockton, it will not recognize
you as an on-campus address and
IE
therefore you will not even see this
k as an option," he said.
The new system appeared popular
iji
among students.

Michael Chung, a Stanislaus State
senior who uses the library, said, "It
would be nice, a nice supplement to
this library. Make it more convenient.
Anything that improves conve
nience. Yeah. Why not?"
"I doubt it will ever be as long as it
takes to find the citation, go get the
journal on the shelf and get it to the
photocopier machine and photocopy
it," he said. "It will never take that
long."

#1 In Men's Sportswear!
We carry a wide selection of Nautica Sportswear.

SpikE
A&i<A

Save 15% with N
, your student I.D.! 7

one of the things I'm most proud of,
that we accomplished a very satisfy
ing, blended family," she said.
She hopes to eventually go back to
school when her two children are
older. A degree in counseling "to help
counsel stepfamilies" intrigues her,
and she feels her experiences would
help others make the transition.
The DeRosa family has smoothly
made its transition to Stockton from
Greensboro, North Carolina, but not
without the help of the UOP's unof
ficial welcoming committee.
"This is such a wonderful place to
be," said Mrs. DeRosa. "Students have
knocked on the door all summer,
bringing baskets and welcoming us.
It was just overwhelming."
Michael, their 9-year-old son, has
joined the ranks of Californians by
decorating his room in a San Jose
Sharks theme. David, their 4-year-old,
insisted on decorating his ro^™ ir>

we time on research & homework,
ee things not published anywhere else,
ommunicate with the world.
8.8 modems. PPP access.
Hrect Internet Dial-up Access!
'et EMAIL & the World Wide Web.

Call for UOP Student Special
00) 446 -7322
In Reach Internet^ Stodd

tradition of UOP. Tigers adorn his
walls and bed.
DeRosa's advice to students reflects
her background and experience.
"Take advantage of all the oppor
tunities here at UOP. If you're a mu
sic major, go to football games. Ev
eryone should sample an array of ac
tivities," she said. "In 10 years you'll
regret not taking advantage of all
there is to offer."
Katie Tourney, a DeRosa friend from
Greensboro, North Carolina, said
UOP was an ideal setting for the new
first lady.
"You should really appreciate her as
the president's wife," she said. "She
is so willing to listen, she's enthusi
astic, and has tons of common sense.
She always makes time for people. She
really is perfect for the job.
"You're so lucky to have her," Tour
ney continued wistfully. "And I'm so
sad I don't."

SKI SEASON IS HERE!

477-3533 *214 Lincoln Center, Stockton

'NTF.RNETT

it," she said. She is currently refin
ing the manuscript and seeking out
publishers.
In between her job at KUOP and
waiting for her big literary break,
Carolyn finds time to work on her
master's degree in Communica
tion. She says she enjoys being
immersed in the campus culture as
both a staff member and student.
"It's great. There have been a
couple times where I've carried too
many units and gotten myself sick
with working full time, but I
learned to pace myself after a
while."
Right now, that pace includes
time for each and every caller to
KUOP. The phone rings and, with
an apologetic glance to her inter
viewer, Carolyn swoops down to
pick it up with a sunny, "Good af
ternoon, KUOP."
Later Carolyn reflected on her
role at KUOP. "The people around
here are neat. Ienjoy the students,
and there's a whole variety of
things to be done. It's fun!"

(iXueeu MIUjWls

-Special Showing-

SUNDAY, NOV. 5th • 5PM
ATHERTON AUDITORIUM
DELTA COLLEGE
students $6.5° ea.
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
DELTA BOX OFFICE AND...

(#>

SUNDANCE SPORTS

3201 W. BEN HOLT DR. 1-5

477-3SKI
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UOP Perspective

Presidential election only a year away
JONATHAN C. SHERWOOD
Pacifican Opinion Editor
Over the course of the next year,
we will once again be faced with the
decision of who is best suited to run
the nation. Here's my take on what
to expect; I'd also like to hear from
members of the UOP community.
Once again, the media will be
saturated with political advertise
ments and the mud-slinging will re
sume. The question is, however, will
the real issues and problems facing
the nation be the topic of debates or
will it be the typical nonsense and
mud throwing of the last couple of
presidential elections?
As a conservative, 1 have struggled
over the last few years with choosing
which candidate best represents my
interests. I felt that George Bush rep
resented more of my interests than
Bill Clinton. At the same time, I was
disappointed by the way Bush alien
ated many with his "family values"
platform. 1 support some family val
ues, but I do not subscribe to the
theory that the disappearance of the
nuclear family is to blame for society's
problems. There are many single par
ents who have done a terrific job rais
ing their children.
Another disturbing theme of Re
publican presidential candidates has
been the controversial subject of
abortion. I do not see where this fits
in with running the country. 1 see
abortion as a religious debate, not a
political one. When you get down to
the basics, Republicans are opposed
to welfare but they are not opposed
to abortion. 1 find this to be incon
sistent.
I am generally opposed to most
welfare in current form. I would
much rather see my tax dollars go to
a woman who does not want children
and desires an abortion.
The Bush/Quayle campaign criti
cized television sitcom "Murphy
Brown" for promoting "bad" family
values when Brown, a single woman,
became pregnant and had the child
out of wedlock. They failed to com
mend the character for having the
child rather than choosing to abort
it. Much of the criticism was directed
at the staff's lack of responsibly in
promoting good family values. Un
fortunately, in the real world, this
happens all too often. Many times,
the unwed mothers do not have a
secure and high paying job.

Mud-slinging is perhaps the worst
part of presidential campaigns. Can
didates spend more time defending
themselves and attacking each other
than they do discussing the real is
sues—national debt, education, social
security, and the environment, abor
tion and family values. These are so
cial issues that society as a whole
must deal with.
Think back over the news head
lines for the last seven years. How
many were about family values, abor
tion, and adultery? Judging by the last
presidential campaign, these were
some of the major topics discussed
over and over again. The nation has
been faced with natural disasters, ter
rorist attacks, wars over-seas, United
Nations operations, the budget crisis
and reform of health care and wel
fare. A president must be qualified to
handle all of these things and more.
I keep waiting for a presidential
canidate who realizes what the real
issues are. We need a person who be
lieves that abortion is a decision to
be made by individuals, not by prolife advocates or religious groups. 1 am
hoping for a candidate who will wake
up and do something about our edu
cation system, is in desperate need of
reform. We spend more money on
education then perhaps any other nation and yet our students are not
nearly as educated as those in other
nations. Where is the money going?
Maybe it's about time that a new
conservative party is established.
Over the last couple of years I have
been labeling myself as a moderate
Republican. 1 define a moderate Re
publican as one who supports abor
tion for those who choose it, has con
cern for the environment, is in favor
of education, supports equal rights for
women, minorities and homosexuals,
but is opposed to special rights and
Affirmative Action because it is re
verse discrimination, supports a
strong military, and is opposed to
social welfare programs. A better way
to say it is that socially, I am a mod
erate, but economically, I am a capi
talist. In the past, I have voted for
politicians based on their economic
policies and not their social policies.
The possiblities of a third major
party being established and that of
Colin Powell running should make
this next election interesting. I hope
that more students will follow the
election, the discussion of the issues
and, more importantly, vote.

Question of the Week

What are the benefits of attending UOP!

Sandy Denham, Senior
"The benefits of UOP are more
personal relationships with your
professors and less anonymity in the
classrooms."

Jason Dominici, Senior
"The best part of UOP is small
classes and the personal attentionyo.
need. There's always people walking;
around that you know."

Lisa Seaman, Junior
"One of the benefits of attending
UOP is a good Study Abroad pro
gram..."

Shayne Zurilgen, Senior
"It's pretty cool that we have direr
access to full PH.D's rather than
teacher's assistants..."

Matthew Engelken, Senior
"The advantages to UOP are that it's
a small school and you get to know
everybody..."

Leslie Due, Sophomore
"I like UOP because of its persona'
ized education."

«i
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A&E Editor
946-2115
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Catherine Wheel: larger-than-life rock stars
who can still laugh at themselves
CARRIE HAYWARD
Pacifican staff writer

I

Rob Dickinson, lead singer of the
group Catherine Wheel, stands on
the stage with his eyes squeezed shut,
clutching his guitar and pouring his
heart out to an empty room. The rest
of the band goes through the motions
of sound check while the frontman
fine-tunes every detail.
Lead guitarist Brian Futter
lounges against a pair of Marshall half
stacks and drummer Neil Sims tosses
off a couple around-the-kit rolls as the
band launches into the last album's
big hit, "Crank." A roadie scrambles
to build Dickinson a makeshift step
out of guitar cases, which he braces
while the singer saunters off the stage
like some kind of king.
Still strumming his part on the
guitar, Dickinson moves out into
empty pit and stands facing the stage
to hear the mix. In a few hours 500
screaming fans will blanket his spot
on the floor at Slim's in San Fransisco,
but he seems blithely unaware as he
strolls around the empty club. Finally
he runs out of chord, laughs and
climbs back on-stage. The band gains
vigor with his return and the song
gets a shiny new ending.

It is precisely Catherine
Wheel's ability to laugh at
itself which saves the
group from seeming
horribly pretentious.
It is precisely Catherine Wheel's
ability to laugh at itself which saves
the group from seeming horribly pre
tentious. The most recent batch of
articles would have the band declar
ing itself the biggest thing since sliced
bread. What really happened was an
explosion of musical self-confidence.
The four members—Dickinson,
Futter, Sims, and bassist Dave
Hawes—formed Catherine Wheel in
Yarmouth, England in 1990. They
have said that the dull seaside town
was their major inspiration, in that
they were desperate to get out of it.
Dickinson told the Pacifican their
first album "was written in three
months and the band was only six
months old when we recorded the
See Catherine page 14
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British bands to aid Bos^i
KERI SCHNEIDER
Pacifican staff writer

"Help," an aid album composed of British bands, will benefit Bosnia.

Catherine
continued from page 13
album. We were rookies. We didn't
know what we were doing."
Catherine Wheel's first tour
stretched into four years of almost
constant touring which has been one
of the major influences on their
sound. And what an ever-changing
sound it is. "Ferment," their major
label debut, was a swirling, guitardriven affair just dreamy enough to
get the group branded with the "shoegazer" label. But while supposed con
temporaries like Chapterhouse and
Ride flickered out in the face of
grunge, Catherine Wheel gained a
strong, almost cult-like following
among American college types.

Catherine Wheel's first
tour stretched into four
years of almost constant
touring which has been
one of the major
influences on their sound.
And what an everchanging sound it is.
The next album, "Chrome," evi
denced an increased musical confi
dence in the form of powerful sonic
texture. Despite being relegated by
critics as merely a segue between "Fer
ment" and their new album, songs
like "Kill Rhythm," "Crank" and

On September 4, 1995, some of
the best British bands and musicians
entered studios all over Europe to
record "Help," hoping to do just that.
This album follows a compilation
format with the intention of raising
money for the children affected by
the war in former Yugoslavia. Artists
including Oasis, the Stone Roses, and
Radiohead perform both old and new
songs for this charitable project.
Interestingly enough, the album
features Oasis paired with Friends
inc., which is Johnny Depp's band.
Even though poor performance
seems close to impossible if an artist
plays with Oasis, "Fade Away" still
thoroughly impressed my senses. For
those of you in to the ambient sound,
Orbital presents a vibe with mesmer
izing sensations. "Fake the Aroma,"
a selection by Massive Attack gener
ates hushed tones, leaving behind an
eerie feeling of peculiarity.
Picture the listener sailing
through the galaxy at high speeds the

Charlatans' "Time for Livi ng „
bine harmonicas, a soft vi 0 ]^
dramatic English accent and |
the Levellers chanting
f
Lights," a smooth addition totld
bum.
I rave fanatically about,
number thirteen, "Raindrop s I 4 ' \
fallin' on my head," which isi^
ously performed by the Mani c $, f
Preachers. Their steady beats an ^'
pleasant voice act complement^
other well.
Terry Hall and Salad team f 0t
lounge-style rendition of "Dream
Little Dream." Blur lends its g
talent to surrounds its audiencewto
sweet-sounding melodies.
Unfavorable songs by the On,
World Orchestra and Planet 4 Foil
Quartet prove incidental in comparj
son to the eighteen other majestit
pieces of this compilation.
This clever assembly of musician!
gathered on the basis of charity, whili
maintaining each band's captivatinj
charm. I applaud "Help" and pre
scribe it to those who need a Britisl
ppp fix.
erijL
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"Chrome" are still some of their fin
est work to date.
Their latest effort, "Happy Days,"
has been hailed as the culmination
of Catherine Wheel's career, but the
group and its fans will tell you it's
only the next step in a progression.
In fact, Rob Dickinson spends most
of our pre-show interview denying
claims that the group has one spikeheeled boot in the heavy metal scene.
"I think that (our music is) a liv
ing thing, and we change as people
and the music changes and that's part
of what music should do. That keeps
it interesting and, yeah, people say,
'Well, the sound's changed,' but I
think anyone who's seen us play live
will appreciate that a large part of
what we do live can be quite direct
and aggressive sometimes. And we
haven't actually got that on a record,
I don't think, so part of the task this
time around was to represent how the
band is live..."
"1 get a little bit upset when
people say, 'You've made a heavy
record.' I mean it's not a heavy record.
It's like four or five songs got quite
aggressive but it's got some of the
most music-inspired moments on it
and it's got some of the most intro
verted melancholy moments. ... It's
everything which is important to this
band, musically."
I suggest that perhaps the deci
sion to start the album of with the
chugging, stereo field-bouncing gui
tar assault of "God Inside My Head"

NEW KIM TAR

has something to do with everyone's
misconceptions. It certainly terrified
itf 5+5 & JSttS. /I
me on first listen.
He laughs. "Well, it's good to
Chinese,
push people's buttons like that and if
Cambodian
&
that song had been maybe six or
Vietnamese
seven songs in, I think the record may
Cuisine
have been written about somewhat
differently but, you know, it's cool...
.We wanted to make a record which
would provoke some kind of opinion
Corner of March Lane & Pershingand maybe turn on its head what a
next to FABRICLAND.
lot of people's pre-conceptions of the
Open Tues-Sun : 9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
band were," Dickinson says thought
Closed Mondays
fully.
What has changed about the 1425 W. March Lane 470 qotj
Stockton, CA 95207
O-0£*
band is it's view of itself. Speaking of
the sort of epiphany he went through
on the last tour, Dickinson told Al
ternative Press magazine, "I'd always
be standing out front coordinating
this apology for the noise that we
make, when I realized that no one is
making music like we are. You could
say that we developed an exaggerated
sense of our importance."
And exaggerated it is. They've
gone from being shy, shuffling con
duits of a sound bigger than them
Stevie Ace Flores.
selves, to glitteringly flamboyant,
larger-than-life rock stars. They rub
Killed by a drunk driver
on March 23,1993, on Pacific Coast
elbows with the likes Kim Basinger,
Highway in Wilmington, Calif.
Michael Stipe and Steven Dorff, and
openly voice their disdain for their
If you don't stop your friend
musical peers.
from driving drunk, who will?
In San Francisco, Catherine
Do whatever it takes.
Wheel makes its entrance to the deli
FRIENDS PONT LET FRIENDS DRIVEDRUNK.
cate strains of Mozart which are oblit
, U. S. Department
erated by the first chords of the afore.
of Transportation

%
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^'Powder : Condemn director, but enjoy movie
; QI RBAN REVEAL
IVAN SCHNEIDER

^\IniTDDAXT D C l / r A I

cifican staff writers
N & R: Go see it.
R: And if you do, perhaps you will
t fortunate enough to miss the pai-. tic group of protesters picketing
[side the theater.
N: The only place I've seen a more
lathetic group was at the national
I Dental Floss Collection chamonships in Toledo, Ohio. (I've been
:reand I've got the shirt to prove
R: 1 wonder if any of them actuHy knew why they were there. I cerinly can't compliment them on
eir sign-making abilities.
N: The gist oftheir complaints
iter around "Powder" director VicSal va's 1987 conviction on one
ant of child molestation. Salva conssed and was sentenced to three
irs; he served 15 months.
R: Not that anyone would know
ice none of their signs communited any of that.
N: Curious, I went up to a pro
per and said, "Hi. I'm a film critic
ith the Pacifican at UOP. What's
>?"She turned her bland eyes to me
id languidly detached a hand bill
)m her stack, handing it to me
ardlessly. I looked at it. It was a
trox copy of an undated Record ar

*

ticle headlined, "Disney director a
child molester." I walked to my car.
R: I always thought passivity and
protesting didn't go together. These
people wouldn't so much as make eye
contact with me for more than a sec
ond. So we left, eager to bash them
and not the film or its director.
N: My dark sense of humor
couldn't help but laugh at the colos
sal irony of the headline. But never
mind that. According to the article
the victim, Nathan Winters, wants
Salva to never work again.

The gist of their
complaints center around
"Powder" director Victor
Saiva's 1987 conviction on
one count of child
molestation. Salva
confessed and was
sentenced to three years;
he served IS months.
R: And we would be without
"Powder." That would be a loss. A
film capable of turning half the au
dience into blubbering idiots, (of
which my partner was one) deserves
to be seen.

"Powder" attracts energy from a classroom science project.
N: Literary critics are quite com
fortable with the idea of considering
a work separate from its author. In
fact, deconstructionists insist on it.
Evidently, the militant (and I use the
term very loosely) plebeians have not

photo by Dean Williams

yet heard of this. Consider a poison
ous, beautiful flower. Yes, it is poison
ous. Yes it is beautiful. But it's poi
sonous nature does not invalidate its
beauty.
R: Good point.
N: That reminds me of another
great protest I have encountered. The
band Guns 'n' Roses wrote a song
entitled "I Used to Love Her But I Had
to Kill Her." Many of my feminist
friends immediately launched into
protest. None of them had heard the
song (whose artistic merit is dubious
at best) and in fact, they loudly
claimed they would never listen to it.
Here's the catch. Axel Rose was talk
ing about his dog. My point? Know
what you condemn.
R: Ten bucks says none of those
protestors have seen or will see "Pow
der."
N: Some might counter that the
protestors' real issue is insuring that
people not give money to validate
Salva. And thus they (the protestors)
could not see the film without mak
ing themselves hypocrites. I, how
ever, see the situation as supporting
all the people that make a good film:
the director, cinematographer, the
technicians, the editors, and on and
on. When a good film is made, all the
people that make it deserve recogni
tion.
R: The man has paid for his crime.
End of story. If he molests another
child, fry his ass! But until then, shut
up and let the man work.
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local writers and poets. This event will
take place from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. For
more information about this even ,
Cynthia Estes at 474-7495.

SS

Friday, Nov. 3

'

TIGER SPORTS
Men's Swimming Western College
Invitational, will be held in Kjeldsen
Pool at 2 p.m. Call 946-2UOP for
ticket information.

»

V ft

UOP Women's Volleyball team comes
up against Cal. State Fullerton in the
Alex G. Spanos Center at 7:30 p.m.
Come out and support our team, and
remember that all UOP students with
valid student ID get into all games
free of charge. For more ticket infor
mation, call 946-2UOP.

X

ON CAMPUS
Stafford and SLS Loan Information:
Unless you have taken out a Stafford
or SLS loan at UOP in the past, you
must attend an entrance interview
before you can get your 1995-96 Di
rect loan. Knoles Hall 306. 3:30 p.m.
to 4 p.m.
Chi Alpha: An energetic Christian
fellowship time to sing and study
about God's message. Meets at 8 p.m.
in WPC 140.
"Pacific Market: Fresh Music from Around the World" presents a birthday concert
for composer Elliot Schwartz, on Nov. 11 at 8 p.m. in Faye Spanos Concert HalL
It is preceded at 7 p.m. with a lecture which includes Schwartz: "A Composer's
View of Performance: Space, Ritual and Illusion." Both events are included in
the S3 general admission price. This event is free to UOP students and children
under 12. Call 946-2415 for more information.

Thursday, Nov. 2
ON CAMPUS
Stafford and SLS Loan Information:
Unless you have taken out a Stafford
or SLS loan at UOP in the past, you
must attend an entrance interview
before you can get your 1995-96 Di
rect loan. Knoles Hall 306. 9 a.m. to
9:30 a.m. and from 3:30 p.m. to 4
p.m.
Chi Alpha Noon Prayer. Morris
Chapel. All welcome to join.
National Society of Black Engineers
(NSBE) will meet at noon in the MEP
Room.

:
if
ft

B

I
Ww
\.
r

Women of the World features speaker
Dr. Halina Gryzmala-Moszcaynska,
director of the Institute for the Sci
ence of Religion at Jagiellonian Uni
versity in Krakow, Poland. Her talk,
"Women, Violence and Bosnia," will
be held from noon to 1 p.m. in the

Bechtel International Center. Free
and open to the public.
Movie: "Batman Forever." Val Kilmer
takes over the role of the caped cru
sader in this third breathtaking in
stallment that may be the best one
yet. This time around, Batman is as
sisted by fellow crime fighter Robin,
the Boy Wonder (Chris O'Donnell).
Together, the two must contend with
a cackling computer genius known as
the Riddler 01m Carey) and Tommy
Lee Jones as Two-Face. McCaffrey
Center Theatre. 8 p.m. Rated R. Movie
shows throuth Nov. 5.
OFF CAMPUS
Every Thursday Barnes & Noble, lo
cated at 660 West March Lane in
Stockton, holds a Children's
Storytime. 11 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. For
more information call 472-7495.
Barnes & Noble will hold a Writer's
Harvest: National Reading with eight

Pacific Family Weekend reception in
the Bechtel International Center at 6
p.m.
Movie: "Batman Forever." See Nov. 2
for details. McCaffrey Center Theatre.
8 p.m.

Saturday, Nov. 4
TIGER SPORTS
Badminton Club meets every Satur
day. 9:30 a.m. to noon in the UOP
Gym. All are welcome to join the fun.
UOP Football battles New Mexico
State University in Stagg Stadium at
2:05 p.m. Don't miss this exciting
game.
UOP Women's Volleyball team meets
UCSB in the Alex G. Spanos Center
at 7:30 p.m. Come out and show your
support for the women's volleyball
team.
ON CAMPUS
Family Weekend, campus-wide.
Movie: "Batman Forever." See Nov. 2
for details. McCaffrey Center Theatre.
8 p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
Quail Lakes Baptist Church is hold
ing a seminar to help individuals who

have lost loved ones wh0 v 5ud'e
to learn how to cope during B
ing process. A donation
person or $18 per coup)^ onfi
1
n /11 i Vm i c a n d
'P
lunch, syllabus
and reSoJonUwe
jesd
quested. The seminar willbt.
day from 9 a.m. to 2:P.tn.L
p.m., i'orr
information, call Mary Jo u ;
951-7380.
"ilovl
ong'
UOP Ice Hockey club vs. Dail| <eg l
p.m. at Oak park Ice Arena lg a
r
em
jcC;
later

Sunday, Nov. 5

Nov.

ON CAMPUS
Sixth Annual Tri Delta Spaghf» ;
All proceeds benefit children's, pd ]
research. 5 p.m. to 8:30 p.® nth
Delta House. Tickets are $5 a wn
$8 per couple. For more info® ,f tf
call 946-9315.
the r

ro

UOP Ice Hockey club vs. FresnpFF
at 7:45 p.m.
Ever
rate
Movie: "Batman Forever."See^toc
for details. McCaffrey Center! Cafe
8 p.m.
fom

Monday, Nov. 6 W

ON CAMPUS
ON
If you are interested in beingaljor
Senator, apply now in the ASbftov
fice located on the second floo!*Ve«
McCaffrey Center. Today is it«°
day to apply, so don't missy®
portunity.

Co-op/Internship Program o;*(
tion meeting today. 10 am
a.m. Second floor, McConchit
If you are interested in eithera
or internship, please attend it
formational meeting.
t
h
OFF CAMPUS
Barnes & Noble, located at 6®
March Lane in Stockton, vt!
James Humes. James Humes,ai
presidential speech writer ar. F
tured speaker at the Assistance®
of Stockton's Celebrity Speaker ^
will be signing his new book _
"The Wit and Wisdom of Betjf
Franklin." The book signing*j
held from 7 to 8 p.m. For mote
mation call Cynthia Estes
7495.

Tuesday, Nov. 7 j

ON CAMPUS
Tuesday World Forum in the Bj
International Center from '•
p.m. Lecture on "Mexico and*1
Two Years Later." Lecture g'*;
Harley Shaiken, Professor o f t
tion and Chair of Social anC-

•

M
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\ | dies at the University of Califor-

|%k\

| Berkeley.

|

.'((

jtidential HIV Antibody Testing,

% yell Student Health Center every

%

iiay. 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. For more
rmation call 946-2315.

ie: "When Harry Met Sally."
;time friends Billy Crystal and
Ryan decide to risk it all by takl chance on romance in Rob
titer's delightful superhit.
K.^Caffrey Center Theatre. 8 p.m.
'jjlrd R. Movie will show through
•iv 8.
~.5SROADS prevention program
, id Pacific Live Club meets at 9 p.m.
lllie McCaffrey Center Conference
' wn. If you would like to be a part
l: this club, be sure and check out
I meeting tonight.

(l

• CAMPUS
y Tuesday Barnes & Noble, lod at 660 West March Lane in
• Akton, holds a "Game Night in the
•c." 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. For more inlation call 472-7495.

'dnesday, Nov. 8
CAMPUS
fidential HIV Antibody Testing,
ell Student Health Center every
tesday. 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. For
information call 946-2315.
ie: "When Harry Met Sally." See
7 for details. McCaffrey Center
tre. 8 p.m.
CAMPUS
REW: Christ's Reality Explodhe Walls. This is a Bible study
ored by Campus Crusade for
st and Quail Lakes Baptist
ch for any college student wantlearn more about Christ. Meets
Wednesday at 6 p.m. at 828 W.
m Dr. Apt. #3 (Across the street
rn South/West Residence Hall). For
re information call Sean Curtis at
-7380.

lursday Nov. 9

i CAMPUS
i|'Alpha Noon Prayer. Morris
apel. All welcome to join.

>bal Perspectives this month deals
|i "Affirmative Action: Yes or No?"
is is an open gathering of students
faculty to discuss current issues,
e Darlington, a Black Studies
ssor at UOP, will lead this
th's discussion. Meets 12 to 1
in the Bechtel International

Ultimate Adventures club will be
showing a movie called "The 11 Commandments" at 6 p.m. in the
McCaffrey Center Theatre. The cost
is $6, which includes a raffle ticket.
STUDY BREAK: Self-Hypnotism with
Dennis Alsop. Come find out how
you can use self-hypnotism to get rid
of your stress and to help you with
your problems. Be at the Bechtel In
ternational Center at 7 p.m. if you are
interested.
"Kotreshi's Dream," an award win
ning Indian film by Director
Nagathihalli Chandrashekhara, will
be shown at 7:30 p.m. in Morris
Chapel. General admission is $3, free
to UOP students. Dialogue with di
rector follows showing.
Movie: "Braveheart." Mel Gibson di
rected and stars in this violent adven
ture portraying 13th century Scottish
"freedom fighter" William Wallace in
his drive against the British. Gibson
takes his warrior band to great
lengths, complete with battle and
torture scenes. Though many strik
ingly beautiful sequences give the
film a handsome boldness, there is
much graphic blood-and-guts intense
battles. Rated R. McCaffrey Center
Theatre. 8 p.m. Movie will be shown
throuth Nov. 12.
OFF CAMPUS
Every Thursday Barnes & Noble, lo
cated at 660 West March Lane in
Stockton, holds a Children's
Storytime. 11 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. For
more information call 472-7495.

Friday Nov. 10
ON CAMPUS
Faculty Fridays are back! An informal
gathering of UOP's faculty and ad
ministrators will be hosted by the
University College. This meeting will
be held in the Bechtel International
Center from 4 to 6 p.m. This is a time
for faculty and administrators to
share ideas, develop friendships, and
enjoy refreshments as guests of vari
ous campus units.
Chi Alpha: An energetic Christian
fellowship time to sing and study
about God's message. Meets at 8 p.m.
in WPC 140.
"Six Degrees of Separation" will be
performed tonight at 8 p.m. in the
DeMarcus Brown Studio Theater in
side the UOP Drama Building. Based
on a true story, Guare's dramatic com
edy follows the exploits of a young
black con man, Paul, who thrusts
himself into the lives of a group of

wealthy New Yorkers. Ticket prices are
$8 for general admission and $4 for
senior citizens, UOP students, faculty,
and staff. Call 946-2116 to make res
ervations. Play will show throuth
Nov. 18.

Spring Break for only $470. 5 Days/4
Nights to Catalina Island and
Ensenada. For more information call
the PRSSA office at 946-3045. The first
deposit is due today in Hand Hall
room 208.

Percussion Concert featuring the UOP
Percussion Ensemble, conducted by
Allen Brown, at 8 p.m. in the Faye
Spanos Concert Hall. General admis
sion is $3, free to UOP students and
children under 12.

Movie: "Braveheart." See Nov. 9 for
details. McCaffrey Center Theatre. 8
p.m.

Movie: "Braveheart." See Nov. 9 for
details. McCaffrey Center Theatre. 8
p.m.
Arabian Night sponsored by the
Middle Eastern Student Association.
A cultural party with speaker Haya
Dajani, a tribute to Arab poet Khalil
Gibran. Everyone is welcome, food
and dancing will follow speaker. 8
p.m. in the Bechtel International
Center.

Saturday Nov. 11
TIGER SPORTS
Badminton Club meets every Satur
day from 9:30 a.m. to noon in the
UOP Gym. All are welcome to join
the fun.
Men's Water Polo with Stanford at
Kjeldsen Pool at noon. Come support
our team!
Football battles University of Nevada,
Reno at Stagg Memorial Stadium at
1:30 p.m. Call 946-2UOP for tickets.
ON CAMPUS
Movie: "Braveheart." See Nov. 9 for
details. McCaffrey Center Theatre. 8
p.m.
"Pacific Market: Fresh Music from
Around the World" presents a birth
day concert for composer Elliot
Schwartz at 8 p.m. in Faye Spanos
Concert Hall. It is preceded at 7 p.m.
with a lecture which includes
Schwartz: "A Composer's View of Per
formance: Space, Ritual and Illusion."
Both events are included in the $3
general admission price. This event
is free to UOP students and children
under 12. Call 946-2415 for more in
formation.
"Six Degrees of Separation." See Nov.
10 for details. 8 p.m. in the DeMarcus
Brown Studio Theater inside the UOP
Drama Building.

Sunday Nov. 12
ON CAMPUS
Are you registered for the UOP-sponsored Carnival cruise? Cruise into

"Six Degrees of Separation." See Nov.
10 for details. 5 p.m. in the DeMarcus
Brown Studio Theater inside the UOP
Drama Building.

Monday Nov. 13
ON CAMPUS
Actress and author Janet Leigh, a UOP
alumna and star of Hitchcock's clas
sic "Psycho," will speak in Long The
atre at 8 p.m. Tickets are $10 per per
son, $5 for students with ID, and are
available from the UOP Box Office,
946-2UOP, Stockton Arts Commis
sion, 937-7488, Maxwell's Bookmark
at 2103 Pacific Ave. and Bookland in
Lincoln Center. A free reception and
book signing will be held in the Long
Theatre lobby at 4 p.m.

Tuesday Nov. 14
TIGER SPORTS
Men's Basketball against the United
Arab Emirates in the A.G. Spanos
Center at 7:30 p.m. For ticket infor
mation, call 946-2UOP.
ON CAMPUS
Confidential HIV Antibody Testing.
Cowell Student Health Center every
Tuesday. 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. For more
information call 946-2315.
Tuesday World Forum in the Bechtel
International Center from 12 to 1
p.m. Lecture on "The Former Yugo
slavia: A Problem for All Its Citizens."
Lecture given by Uros Petrovic, law
graduate of the University of Serajevo.
Roger Mueller, Professor of English at
UOP, will introduce the speaker.
Co-op/Internship Program orienta
tion meeting today from 4 to 5 p.m.
on the second floor of McConchie
Hall. If you are interested in either a
co-op or internship, please attend this
informational meeting.
Student Health Advisory Committee
(SHAC) meeting at 6 p.m in the
McCaffrey Center Conference Room.
Free legal advice to students with a
valid student ID sticker. Staff and fac
ulty require a $10 fee. Available from
5:30 to 7:30 p.m. in the ASUOP of
fice. For appointments and informa
tion, call 946-2233.
I i" •
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Papapavlo's: An experience for exotic tastes

LAURA BENSON
Pacifican staff writer
Unless you're fluent in Greek,
you'll probably have a hard time pro
nouncing Papapavlo's name, but I
think you'll agree that the food is
superior and the atmosphere is classy.
The authentic Greek cuisine is a re
freshing change from the familiar
spaghetti and hamburgers that you
can get almost anywhere.
At first, as 1 looked at the menu, 1
was a little apprehensive. Entrees like
horiatiki sal. ta and lamb souvlaki
sounded int midating. However,
there is a h» >ful description under
the name of« ach dish. I finally got
up enough nt < ve to order the chicken
souvlaki in a pita, even though I
feared the waitress would scoff at my
pronunciation.
The restaurant itself is charming.
It's decorated in light purple, green,
and other pastels combined with sce
nic paintings. The traditional music
accentuates the unique Grecian sur
roundings.
Several two and four-person
tables fill the small air conditioned
space along with an extensive bar.
The table selei tion may make it diffi
cult to dine in groups larger than five.
One pleasant thing 1 noticed
about Papapav lo's was their attention
to detail. The waitress refilled my iced
tea often, evt n bringing a separate
glass of crush d ice and a spoon so I
could keep
cold. When my food

. ,
arrived, it was decoratively arranged
on top of doilies and the potato salad
was sprinkled with paprika. My plate
was garnished with parsley and there
was freshly cut lemon in my iced tea.
Even the bathrooms were immacu
lately clean and pleasantly decorated.
One bite of my chicken pita as
sured me that the stress over pronun
ciation was more than worth it. The
soft pita was filled with chunks of
chicken breast, sauteed zucchini and
diced tomato, all marinated in a de
licious sauce. The pita tasted both
light and healthy, but was very fill
ing. For dessert, try the popular

A special creening of the awardwinning feature film, "Kotreshi's
Dream," wil take place Thursday,
Nov. 9, 1995. at 7:30 p.m., in Morris
Chapel. Gen ral admission is $3; free
with studer D.
In the
i, Kotreshi is a vibrant
young bo\
longing to the lower
caste. He i
telligent and industri
ous, and tb darling of the village.
Those of all istes love him and ad
mire him ui til he shows signs of
crossing the boundaries of his social
status. He a- d his father both lose
their jobs,
da confrontation en
sues.
The film . a classic representation
of the transformation taking place in
Indian society through relentless
struggle, where people are being
awakened to the imperatives of social
justice for the oppressed classes of
society. In spite of this awakening,
there are occasions when lack of un
derstanding, intolerance, jealousy
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Papapavilo's Greek restaurant

Campus to see award winning
flim. Kotreshi's Dream'
The Pacific n

intp haklava.
chocolate
baklava, kaarethopeta, or
just have a specialty coffee; all are a
great end to a delicious dinner.
Papapavlo's may seem a little
pricey for the college student's bud
get The cheapest dinner is $5.95, but
they range to $10.95. However, it is
the perfect spot for a special occasion
or exotic treat. Papapavlo s is open
Monday through Thursday, 9 a.m. to
9 p.m., Friday and Saturday until 10
p.m., and Sunday from 12 p.m. until
9 p.m. They make paying convenient
by accepting all major credit cards
and all menu items are available to
go-

and the feudalistic attitudes of the
upper castes militate against the aspi rationsofthelowercaste^^^

"Kotreshi's Dream/' will
take place Thursday, Nov.
9, 1995, at 7:30 p.m., in
Morris Chapel.
"Kotreshi's Dream" was directed
by Nagathihalli Chandrashekhara,
"Chandru," a professor at Bangalore
University, author of several works of
fiction, and a director of several fea
ture films, documentaries, and tele
vision series. Three of his films have
received National Awards in India,
including "Kotreshi's Dream" in 1444.
Chandru will be present at the screen
ing on the 9th to dialogue with the
audience.
This is a unique opportunity for
Westerners to see portrayed the
changes and struggles going on in a
society that will soon represent one
fourth of the world's people.

Playwrights needed
The Pacifican
The Deptment of Drama and
Dance announces its Eleventh An
nual Petite Play Festival.
Creative writers are invited to
submit a short script (s) for the
department's festival of original
plays. Entries must be received by
5:00pm on December 6, 1995. The
entries will be screened by an ad
judication committee consisting of
faculty members from across the
UOP campus. Winners will be an
nounced on January 30, 1996 and
selected plays will be presented in
a public performance on May 1,
1996. First, Second and Third place
prizes ($$$ MONEY $$$) will be
awarded on May 1,1996.
All UOP students and faculty
are eligible.
For further information and
festival rules contact the Depart
ment of Drama and Dance at 9462116.
Remember - write that play!

uller's Graduate School of Psycholt
offering a Master of Arts InMarifali fmar
ily Therapy degree through the sen ,istir
tended Education program in Norther
fith /
nia. This highly acclaimed graduate Is
a
Wi
program undergirds academic and
)u
training with a Christian theologicalIs 8'1
This program satisfies educationaltef
for licensure as a marriage, family. =
counselor.

EVENING AND SATURDAY CUSSES i
AVAIUBLE IN MENU) PARK
For more information, call |
Fuller Seminary in Northern Cali
415-321-7444, or fax: 415-3211*

Bl AC'.K ANGUS'

Monday Night Foo
$1.50 20oz Millers
(keep the logo'd cup)
Watch the game on ourBicj
TV's & monitor throughou,[|
Play QBI - an interactive
football game where Y0l!
are the quarterback
• Prizes & Specials through*I
the game

F R E E FOOD
Bring in this coupon for 1 FREfh®
our Concession Stand Menu CY"***
our Prime Rib Sandwich,Classic)*
and more! Present coupon to server b
Valid on Mondays only, through V0' .
1995. Valid in lounge only. Noctfj
One coupon per visit. No photocopi • U
be 21 or older. Good only at the 1 f
location.
I

2605 W. March Ln. Stockton .1
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fow and Then': Short of a true coming-of-age film

i

^ UN LEWIS
fican staff writer
1D0 you remember when you were
relve-year-old girl? (If you're a guy,
play along.) Do you remember
»f hose neat things like getting
obs, pestering neighborhood boys,
rning about sex, and holding
kh seances? Yeah, me too.
Seriously, though, "Now and
in" —the new movie starring
ii Moore, Melanie Griffith, Rosie
irnell—fails to fully capture the
;ht of female adolescence. Everyig is dreamy and adventurous,
nobody ever worries if the other
like her, or if her nose is too big
hei face. No one has acne, no one
'kward and gangly, and no one
»ad hair days. No one is halfway
istic.

t verything is dreamy and
and nobody
|jfventurous,
ven
>ever \worries if the other
ids lit
like her, or if her nose
too big for her face. No
ne is halfway realistic.

Chrissy Samantha, Roberta and Teeny meet at their tree house in "Now and Then."

The film follows four childhood
ds: Sam (Demi Moore/Gaby
fman), Roberta (Rosie O'Donnell/
istina Ricci), Teeny (Melanie
Tith/Theora Birch), and Chrissie
VVilson/Ashleigh Aston Moore)
Hugh one summer. Nothing is re-

ally new in the plot structure; I pre
dicted the ending an hour before it
occurred. The crazy old man down
the street is really a lonely gentleman,
the boys who fling projectiles are re
ally flirting, and best friends are for
ever (sniff, sniff). If you took all of

I

the summertime antics from "The
Sandlot" and added some female
bonding, you'd have this movie in a
nutshell.
"Now and Then" isn't all that
bad, but it could be improved. For
instance, the acting on the part of the

photo by Kimberly Wright

stars (namely Demi Moore, Griffith,
and Hoffman) is overdone. They were
added to the cast to sell the movie
and, unfortunately, they only bring
it down. There are some exceptions,
however. Ashleigh Aston Moore, who
See Now and Then page 20

ew places on earth are as spectacular as
Alaska. Why not enjoy all that the
"Greatland" has to otter - while getting an excellent
education. In fact, Barron's recently rated Alaska
Pacific University a Best Buy in college education.

If you're looking for adventures, you can't do better
than Alaska Pacific University. You'll get a great
education in a place that's out of this world.

G O T O COLLEGE
...SOMEWHERE
EXOTIC,
EXCITINC
AND MAJESTIC

Call 1-800-252-7528 for more information.

ALASKA PACIFIC
4100 University Drive
Anchorage, AK 99508-4672
E-mail: apu@corcom.com
Home page address: www.alaska.net/-apu
Phone: (907) 564-8248 • Fax: (907) 564-8317
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'Band of Gypsys': Music
far ahead OT its time
RYAN HARSCH
Pacifican guest writer
The great jazz pianist Thelonious
Monk once said, "Writing about mu
sic is like dancing about architecture."
Writing about Jimi Hendrix and his
musical talent is just that.
On New Year's Eve 1969 in New
York City, a concert was given by a
unique band consisting of Billy Cox
on bass, Buddy Miles on drums and
James Marshall Hendrix on guitar the Band of Gypsys. Before the show
even ended, Hendrix abruptly walked
offstage and the band ceased to ex
ist. Yet the music played that night
has been remastered and released on
"Band of Gypsys," perhaps one of the
best live albums ever.
Hendrix said of his music, "It's
something to ride with. You have to
ride something. I like to take people
on trips. That's why music is magic."
The music on this disc is an electric
spaceship set for the heart of the sun.
It is pure magic. It flows insanely like
a lava lamp with a three-hundred
watt bulb. It is music that is so ahead
of its time, a blend of blues, jazz, funk
und electric rock, that many have
since tried to imitate but can't even

Now and Then
continued from page 19

plays young Chrissie, is a brilliant
newcomer. You never notice that
she's actually acting, which is the
whole point. Chloris Leachman plays
Sam's neurotic grandmother, and
Janeane Garofalo cameos as a psy
chic/waitress, which, if you know
Garofalo, is one of the funniest roles
in a long time.

I wish I would've liked this
movie more, but I can't
seem to bring myself to
that point.

come close. The bass and drums drip
madly like a greasy afro thumping
and pounding your soul. Hendrix s
complete range of talents are fully
realized on this disc, as he experi
ments with every sound available. It
splits the sky wide open and parts the
raging seas. Like a priest at a church
Hendrix delivers his universal sonic
sermon, playing sounds that will
pierce your mind.

Jimi Hendrix said of his
music, "It's something to
ride with. You have to ride
something. I like to take
people on trips. That's
why music is magic."
The centerpiece of this album is
"Machine Gun," Hendrix's thirteen
minute anti-war statement. It bril
liantly and profoundly communi
cates the horror and ugliness of war.
In fact, all of the music on this disc is
profound, a bold statement that will
echo through the universe for centu
ries. As Hendrix would perhaps put
it, its message is bold as love.

are a twelve-year-old girl and you re
ally do like to hold seances, this is a
perfect movie for you. Or if you can't
get enough of Garofalo, you might
want to rent it. Otherwise, save your
cash.
Rating: C+
Recommended if you like: "The
Sandlot," "The Baby-Sitters Club"
<yeorg
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When it's time for a weekend trip home or a
break from school, take Amtrak California!
The trains of California, and connecting shuttle
buses, can take you just about anywhere in the state,
without the hassle of driving. There's no easier or
more economical way to get there and back.
Aboard the train you can sit back and relax, catch
up on homework, have a snack, or just listen to some
good music. The trains are comfortable, and have
plenty of room to haul your stuff.
Check out the super low roundtrip fares from
Stockton aboard Amtrak California s daily San
Joaquins. And with Amtrak's new Student Advantage
card, it's more affordable than ever! Annual enroll
ment in Student Advantage is only $20 and you 11
receive a 15% discount on our already low fares
everytime you ride Amtrak.
So. next time take the train for the ultimate trip
home, or for a major break from school.

L

469-2300
Tracy & tod: 8004692330
7i hour news & infocmotion ot your fingertips

Besides just being sugary and
sweet, "Now and Then" fails to tell a
complete story from beginning to
end. We never find out what hap
pened to the friends between child
hood and adulthood, or what their
lives are like now. (Oh look - Teeny is
married now! But who knew she even
dated?) The only reason they put
adult actors in the movie is so that
adult viewers would pay seven bucks
to go see it.
I wish I would've liked this movie
more, but I can't seem to bring my
self to that point. Maybe if you really

AMTPAK (ALIPOBNIA
TO AND T&OM SCHOOL
HAS ITS ADVANTAGES.

EASY TO USE! Just coll the number
above wort for the voice prompt, then dial in
the A digit category code listed here

Roundtrip
Fart s

San Francisco
Yosemite
Los Angeles
Santa Barbara
San Diego
Palm Springs

$17
$37
$69
$72
$84
$85

.
.
.
.
.
.

With SA Card

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

„ .

Savings

$14 .... $3
$31 .... $6
$59 ... .$10
$61 . . . .$11
$71 . . . .$13
$72 ... .$13

features directory
Daily California Lottery

3845

U.S. Lottery Scene

3846

Joke Of The Day

3865

Criminal Comics

3871

Tabloid Talk

3878

Topical Tidbits

3915

Book Review

3939

4^"
Amtrak
California
fT
A partnership between Caltrans and Amtrak
lb confirm schedules and fares, contact your college travel service or Amtrak
at l-fi00-USA-RAIL. Some restrictions may apply. To apply for your Student
Advantage savings card, call l-SOO-96-AMTRAIv. Mention Code CAX, 1-
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lee Jones shines on her new album, "Naked Songs Live and Acoustic."
c review

I

(November 2nd)

5 -7 pm

£

ckie Lee Jones bares soul
i 'Naked Songs'
|
SCHWITZER
lean staff writer
)r "Naked Songs Live and AcousRj ckie Lee Jones effectively dem
otes the emotion of her work in
•situation.
he songs included on the album
we a nice retrospective of her
er and no one single album is
U any particular emphasis. Her
It playing on guitar and piano
Ind her soft, soothing vocals
•S a wonderful combination for
•sing her poetic writing.

e songs included on the
album provide a nice
respective of her career,
m no one single album
I given any particular
emphasis.
ou will free the beautiful bird
caught inside your heart. Can't
?ar her? She cries so loud, casts
Id note over water and cloud."

Lyrics like this, typical for Jones, ben
efit amazingly from the simple ac
companiment. Whether on guitar or
piano, this phenominal artist sets a
perfect mood for each song.
For the last two cuts on "Naked
Songs," Jones is joined by bassist Rob
Wasserman. Best known for his work
touring with Bob Weir of the Grate
ful Dead and supporting Lou Reed on
his recent albums, Wasserman's ethe
real style of bass playing fits right into
the mood set by this album. The first
of these tracks, "Chuck E.'s in Love,"
was a hit for Jones in the late Seven
ties, setting the standard for the jazzy,
folky sound that has been a hallmark
of her career. The album closes with
a sensuous performance of "Autumn
Leaves," a song these two have per
formed together before on
Wasserman's excellent "Duets" al
bum.
For those who are fans of Rickie
Lee Jones, this album is a necessary
addition to a wonderful discography.
If you are unfamiliar with her work,
it is a marvelous way to get ac
quainted with her. "Naked Songs,"
is an honest, stark illustration of a
wonderful musical talent.

FREE!!
The Store Will Be Open
For Your Shopping
Pleasure
Hot Apple Cider and
Cookies Will Be Served

UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE
Books ... and a whole lot more!
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center

3
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Brubeck returns for birthday concert
The Pacifican

"When Harry Met Sall^
Longtime friends Meg[ [
and Billy Crystal decide tc u
it all by taking a chanceot e
mance in Rob Reiner's del i)
ful superhit. Rated R, 95i£
utes (Nov. 7-8)

Dave Brubeck
"Jazz at the College of Pacific" and
"Jazz Goes to College" -are still con
sidered among his finest. In 1954,
Brubeck was on the cover of Time as
leading the rebirth of jazz, and a pro
file in the New Yorker called him the
foremost jazz performer of his era.
In 1960, the Dave Brubeck
Quartet's famous experiment in odd
meters, "Time Out," was released, and
became the first modern jazz album
to "go gold." Thirty-three years and
over 100 recordings later, Brubeck
released "Time Signatures: A Career
Retrospective" in 1993. Theboxed-set
of four CDs contains nearly five hours
of music and spans Brubeck's eclectic
compositions, from blues shuffles to

Don't Let
Computer
Problems
RUIN Your
Day!
We can Help you repair and maintain your
computer, even if you didn't buy it from us.

"Batman Forever"^j

Val Kilmer takes
role of the Caped Cr^Jf
this third breathtaking
ment that promises toJLj
best one yet. This time atf
Batman in is assisted by m
crime fighter Robin, B0y\
der (Chris O'Donnelijl
gether, the two must CoJ
with a cackling compj
nius known as the Riddleif1
Carrey) and Academy
winner Tommy LeeJonesj
ruthless split personalityQ
nal, Two Face. Rated PG-lj j
minutes (Nov. 2-5)

—

Dave Brubeck, one of the legend
ary composers and pianists in jazz,
returns to his alma mater for a con
cert Saturday, Nov. 18 that will cel
ebrate his 75th birthday and benefit
students of the University of the
Pacific's Conservatory of Music.
Brubeck, who graduated from the
Conservatory in 1942, will perform
with his quartet and the UOP Sym
phony Orchestra at 8 p.m. in Faye
Spanos Concert Hall on UOP's main
campus in Stockton. The proceeds
will go toward a scholarship fund for
future Conservatory students.
Concert selections will feature
classic pieces from Brubeck's 40 years
of performing and recording, includ
ing such jazz standards as "Take Five,"
"Blue Rondo a la Turk" and
"Brandenburg Gate."
Two concerts in Europe are also
planned in observance of Brubeck's
75th birthday. On Dec. 2 and 3,
Brubeck will perform with the Lon
don Symphony Orchestra. The con
certs will be recorded for a future CD
release. On Dec. 6, Brubeck's actual
birthday, he will perform with the
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra
The birthday concerts will be very
much a family affair, with three
Brubeck sons in the quartet: Chris on
bass, Matthew on cello and Dan on
drums. Bobby Militello will play saxo
phone and flute, and Russell Gloyd,
Brubeck's manager and producer, will
conduct the quartet and orchestra.
Brubeck was a giant in jazz
scarcely a decade after graduating
from Pacific. He and his quartet, fea
turing alto saxophonist Paul
Desmond, were the rage on college
campuses in the early 1950s, with
their trademark "West Coast Jazz"
sound. Two albums from that era-

McCaffrey Center ^

inspirational oratorios.
Brubeck has received many hon
ors-he was inducted into the first
Playboy Jazz Hall of Fame along with
Louis Armstrong and Frank Sinatrabut has perhaps received the most
recognition for the sheer length of his
ever-inventive career. Last year, the
San Francisco Examiner wrote that
Brubeck "is still playing the most
complex, dense and often bombastic
piano figures of anyone in jazz."
Tickets for Brubeck's Stockton
concert are $60, $45, $30 and $15 and
can be obtained from the UOP Box
Office by calling 946-2474.
Courtesy of University Relations.

NOW OPEN !

amors
pizza & pub

"Braveheart"

Mel Gibson directsandsj
in this violent adventure;
traying 13th century Scod
"freedom fighter" Willi
Wallace in his drive against!
British. Gibson takes hiswanb,
band to great lengths, comi
with battle and torture
quences. Though manyst
ingly beautiful scenes give'
film a handsome boldne
there are many graphic bit*
and-guts intense battles Hi
R, 178 minutes (Nov. 9-121

LUNCH or DINNER
WE DELIVER!!!
JUST FAX YOUR ORDER &
WE'LL BRING IT TO YOU
NEED A MENU?
WE'LL FAX YOU ONE!

FAX # 472-7326

PIZZA • RAVIOLIS
SANDWICHES
MICRO & DOMESTIC BEERS
DARTS • 3 TVS

$1 OFF $2 OFF $3 Off
ANY
SMAU
PIZZA

ANY
MEDIUM
PIZZA

ANY
LARGE I
PIZZA '

^GUO'S
And if you can't find what you're looking for. call
us at (209) 957-9555 and well find it for you.

Great Service.
Great People.
SOFTWARE & ,
COMPUTERS I 704 W. Swain

472-0783
4415 PACIFIC AVENUE

2 LARGE PIZZAS
(one topping)

, GUIDt'S

$15.99

HOURS: SUN-THURS. 10AM TO 10PM • FRI-SAT 10AM TO 12Road • Stockton • (209) 957-5555
HH.Lt l. i
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ofessor Dr. Alan Ray: The man with 40,000 jokes
: Pacifican

Los Angeles Times Comedy Writer
nd College Professor Alan Ray has
ntly passed a milestone in his
er as one of the nation's most pro: humorists. He has now written
t than 40,000 jokes over the past
i years.
Ray is a major contributor to the
lily Los Angeles Times column
gh Lines."
pit is an honor to have my jokes
:luJed alongside comic greats like
•avid Letterman and Jay Leno. It's a
1 knowing that I can make mil% ons of people laugh each day," says

The 40 year-old Memphis, Tennative is also the founder and
Salf
thor of Telejoke, America's first
ily fax feed of topical humor. Bein on July 1, 1988, Alan Ray's
Joke has serviced over 900 mornradio shows throughout the U.S.
h daily sheets of comedy. Ray
'rites about 100 jokes per week for
if personalities on such radio pow(houses as WCBS-FM in New York,
hp KABC in Los Angeles. His jokes
r.: avel across 47 of the 50 states and
aenl several
st
Canadian provinces. His
Jbscribers have also included such
rs as Jay Leno, Diana Jordan,
fill Durst, and the Washingtonised Capitol Steps political comedy
^ )upe.
t The idea for Telejoke actually be
lt n in 1975 when Alan Ray was a
iphomore at Memphis State Univerty. It was during that time that he
tet then-Memphis Deejay Rick Dees,
f began supplying jokes to Dees for
popular morning radio show.
! 1 "I was always the class clown. My
Jtnds and family always told me I
jffHild be a comedian. Rick Dees was

the first entertainer to encourage me
to get into the comedy business," says
Ray. "He's was truly an inspiration
and a mentor."
This association with one of
America's top morning radio person
alities led to a short-lived career in
stand-up comedy. After stints in
country bars and cruise ships, Ray re
turned to college to earn a Master's
from Memphis State in 1980 and a
Ph.D. from the University of Missouri
in 1986. He currently teaches broad
casting at the University of the Pacific
in Stockton, California.
"My experience in the academic
community gave me the discipline to
craft these jokes every day", states Ray
from his Stockton home. "I learned
three things that would later help me
in writing humor. Rejection, time
management, and grammatical struc
ture." Ray says, "The first year of writ
ing daily jokes was grueling. I got very
little sleep, I was a nervous wreck. It
was my boot camp period."
Ray now wakes up every morning
at 5AM, reads four newspapers, checks
on-line services, and selects the top
ics for the next day's transmission. He
then writes out the opening lines as
if they were actual leads for a radio or
TV news show.
Throughout the day, he comes
back to the set of jokes to add a twist
or a punch line to each idea. If the
news hasn't changed dramatically
with a joke-worthy story, he finishes
around 6pm. Telejoke is then on its
way across the country, ready for the
next morning's radio shows and the
Times column.
Some news items are off limits.
Stories with victims as well as heroes
are not topics for humor. Aids pa
tients, plane crashes, rape victims, as
well as most good news are ignored

Record's

Dr. Alan Ray

as possible selections. Rather, Ray
looks for crooks, politicians, villains,
fools, and frustrations.
"I try to maintain a sense of the
public mind," declares Ray. " I at
tempt to pick on the persons, places,
and things that people are disgusted
with, don't trust, or just don't like. If
you look at these jokes over the last
seven years, you'll not only see a
chronology of contemporary history,
but also of American attitudes."
Ray is compiling his enormous
collection of jokes into an encyclo
pedia that he hopes will be published
in book, computer disk, and CD-ROM
formats. He has also begun lecturing
and teaching the art of creating a
good one-liner.
Says Ray, "I feel like topical hu
mor serves three important functions.

One, it's entertaining. We all need
amusement. Two, it's informative.
We learn about the world around us.
And three, it's an exercise of our First
Amendment right. When we can ex
press ourselves in a comical forum, it
prevents us from hitting our neigh
bors. Comedy keeps us civil."
Ray eventually wants to expand
into other aspects of the media, he
says, " I am working on writing
sitcom scripts and screen-plays, as
well as getting involved in the
Internet and the World Wide Web."
Ray stated, "I've gotten to know
other writers and contributors to
'Laugh Lines.' The Los Angeles Times
is doing topical humorists a big favor
They are giving us a forum for expres
sion.

"If Your Car's Not Going,
We'll be Towing!"

TOWING

"24 Hr. Emergency Towing and Recovery"
P.O. Box 31597
Stockton, CA 95213
Weekly Prizes
1st-$100
2nd - Superbowl Beach towel
GRAND PRIZE - $1000
Pick the Pros contest rules and weekly
entry form are published each Wednesday !
and Thursday in The Record. Play every
week through the end of the footblall
season.

(209) 463-8006
1-800-588-4TOW

Maybe dorm Food Is Bland
And Boring, But Dorm Walls
Don't Have To Be.

DECI^Walls
Weberstown Mall

474-1591

v
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PART-TIME/WORK

MISC.
STUDY JOBS
HUNDREDS AND THOU
SANDS OF GRANTS AND Health Plan of San Joaquin
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE TO seeks clerical assistant, 20
hours/wk, $9.47/h. Experience
ALL STUDENTS. IMMEDIATE
with
Windows
and
QUALIFICATION.
OPEN
wordprocessing
desired.
Con
MONDAY THROUGH SATUR
tact Catherine Leal or Fax 939DAY CALL 1-800-270-2744.
3535.
FOR SALE
Target seeks cashiers, stock,
1990 MAZDA MI ATA: BLUE clerical, and sales persons. Con
CONVERTIBLE. Immac. cond. tact Lisa Carveles, 4707 Pacific
$8500/obo. Call Joe @ 946- Ave., 476-8081.
2724.
HONDA PRELUDE SI'88. Fully
powered, red, AC, detachable
face CD player, tinted windows,
chrome platedsides, new alarm
system, 93k miles. Exc. Cond.
$6,800/best offer. Call @ 4748765.
VW JETrA '88 2Dr, 5spd, a/c,
am/fm cass., maint. records, grt
cond., $3500. 339-4249.
Round oak clow foot pedistal
dinning table. One 2-foot leaf.
Excellent condition. Selling for
$275. After 5p.m. 477-1077.

JOBS
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing
travel brochures. For informa
tion send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to: lnc-1,
P.O. Box 1354, Miami, FL
33160-1354.

In Shape City/Stockton Athletic
Clubs seek front desk worker,
15-20 hours/wk, $5/h. Contact
Curt Zimmerman, 7920 Kelly
Drive, 472-2105.
Wells Fargo in Lodi seeks Tell
ers, 17 hours/wk, $7-8/hr. Con
tact Pricillia McMulen, 120
West Lodi Ave Branch. Pick up
applications at any Wells Fargo
branch and return to Lodi
Branch.
Gamut Productions seeks
Brahic Artist flexible hours bet.
8-5. Contact Steve Whyte, 4666653.
Campbell's in Lincoln Center
seeks Salespersons in Women's
Clothing, 20-30 hours/wk, $5/
h. Meet with Pat, dressed and
ready to inerview when you
visit store and pick up applica
tion.

Enterprise Rent-a-Car in Lodi
seeks part-time assistant. Apply
in person at 400 E. Kettleman
Avenue (in Kettleman Station).
Contact Anne Mathewson, As
sistant Branch Rental Manager,
369-2000, FAX 369-5412.
Snell's Pre-Kindergarten School
seeks instructor for movement
experience with young chil
dren, afternoons (days optional)
Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thurs
day, approximately 3:30-5:30
pm Call 478-6161 or send re
sume to 9371 N. Lower Sacra
mento Road, Stockton 95210.

hour, Call Ana or Jeannie at
466-2277.
Office Services seeks Office/
Clerical Assistant with PC skills,
4 hours/day 3-4 days/week.
Contact Mike, Crayton, or
Tammy at 477-8361.

Sutter Street, C..U,
Suites:.' n^r
Stockton 95202,944-ls ntor
vada
944-1899.
ned
ekh
St. George Parrish School seeks UOP ADMISSIONS if, The
Math Instructor, $20-25/hour, mission Counselor tj te, a
M-F, 8am-12:30pm. Contact January 19%. Musthi nes
pleted BA/BS, enjoy tu > Tig
463-1540.
promote UOP, making tch
tations, and speaking! 10,
Bruskin Goldring seeks tele and individuals. Connf""
"W
phone interviewers, evenings Dial, 946-2211. Submit the
and weekend hours, $5.50/ letter, and applicati# t th
hour. Call 1st. Ask for Caroline Applications avails!; i jui
Freno at 476-8993 for details.
UOP Personal Office

5 Part-Time Customer Service
Representative positions at Kai
ser Permanente's Northern California Regional Call Center in Humor Traffic School is now
Stockton. Part-time is 8:45-3:15 "casting" for "acting/teaching"
Monday-Thursday; Short hour positions, $10-15/hour. Con
is 9-12 or 12-3 Monday-Friday tact Humor Traffic School Cast
(no exceptions); also may in ing, Box 77463, SF 94107.
clude weekend work; $11.50$12.50/hour. Requires cus
tomer services experience, ex Tutorial Center seeks tutors in
cellent written/verbal skills, ba all areas, $6/hour. Contact Edu
sic knowledge of PCs and Win cational Resource Center/Tuto
dows. Spanish or Cantonese rial Center, Bannister Hall 1st
skills preferred. Mail Resumes Floor.
to Regional Personnel/CCOOl,
PO Box 12916, Oakland, CA
Bookkeeper/Computer Opera
94604-3021, Oakland 94604.
tor, 5-10 hours/week, for small
business. Call or send resume
Quad Dining Hall has work- to: Alan Bailey, 1821 E. Ham
study and non-work-study op mer Lane, Stockton 95210,477portunities for food services 0991.
workers, concessions workers,
banquet servicers, as well as ac
Quality Assured Packing seeks
counting assistant. Ask Man
yield control/laboratory worker,
ager in Quade Dining Hall for
$8.28/hour. Contact Veronica
application.
Verdeizco at 931-6700 exten
sion 711. Dr. Pechham at San
Dr. Pecham seeks Veterinary Joaquin Vet Clinic in Lodi seeks
Assistants and Office Assistants Veterinary Assistancts/Recepfor 4 positions, $5.55-$9.00/ tions, $5.55-$9.21/hour. Visit
hour depending on perfor 523 W. Hamey Lane, Lodi for
mance. Visit for application, SJ application. Call for additional
Veterinary Clinic, 523 Harney info at 369-0231.
Lane, Lodi, 369-0231.

* RAISE $$$ - THE CITIBANK
FUNDRAISER IS HERETO HELP Chaos Group Home seeks coun
YOU! FAST, EASY, NO RISK OR selor 20-30 hours/week, flexible.
FINANCIAL OBLIGATION- Contact Michelle or Dan, 754GREEKS, GROUPS, CLUBS, 1377.
MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS,
CALL NOW. RAISE $500 IN
ONLY ONE WEEK (800) 862- Maniera Tile seeks clerical assis
tant 4-5 hours/week, $7/hour.
1982 ext. 33.
Contact Sandra Hauger, HR
Speicalist, 982-1473. Can pick
Earn an extra $1000/month up application and drop resume
while enjoying the freedom of at office (9508 Harlin Road) and
Skill Check seeks Mystery
the road. Appy at Domino's wait for immediate interview.
Shoppers, $6/hour. Call Elysse
Pizza, 4343 Pacific or Call @
Brown at 956-8777.
952-3030.
Heald Business College seeks a
Part-time English Instructor for Back Door Experience seeks
WANTED
Contemporary Literature and campus Rep to promote prod
1 used snowboard and 2 pair Fundamentals of Writing. Re ucts to classmates. Contact 1
men's snowboard boots, size 9. quires Masters in English, Com (800) 552-7284.
I'm looking for a 152-156 munications, or related field.
twintip board with bindings. Contact Suzanne Mutimer at
Stockton Public Auto Auction
477-1114.
Call Lynn 946-2132.
seeks Clerical Assistant, $5/

proposals, to market,
vide technical assist^!
ents. Also seeks PrrTL
tor to complete overall AVID
ment and supervisestjcific
Contact Jo-Shing Yar n

Mark Beldan seeks Civil Engi
neer to calculate steel frame
members design footings, $25$50/hour, 8-10hours/week.
Contact Mark Beldan at 2933357 or 293-3111.

FULL TIME JOBS
STOCKTON MINORITY BUSI
NESS DEVELOPMENT CENTER
seeks Business Consultant to
prepare business plans, loan

MARYLAND
GROUP seeks Claims!
tative Trainees. Contact
Toy Engstrom, Regional
Resource Manager,Job!
2729 Prospect Park!
100, Rancho Cordon
FAX (916) 636-0800,
636-0883.

ffor
s.
der
nee
alls

TARGET seeks Mana
ees. Contact Scott
14750 Miller Ave,
92336, (714) 355-6211
355-6275.
WESTGATE ACADEfflfK
candidates to teach h|
Japan. Contact MaC
FAX 0550-89-8668.

TECHNO TRIM seeks
Engineer-Entry Level h
Leona Delos Re)'ePetersen Road, Stock®
(209) 942-3431 or f
0129.
WALTER FETSCH see
ronmental Consul®1
Staff Specialist.
sumes to Walter Fe®
748-6799. Requires k
co-Op in engineering
chemistry, o rsimila'
discipline.

For additional in^
all postings visit
vices...

s
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% Sports Department
946-2115

NT

ien's volleyball

Ml 'omen's

volleyball win streak at three and counting

ID OTTENFELD
^jtifjcan staff writer
Dominique Benton-Bozman

m it on a tear to lead the Tigers past

rada and New Mexico State and
ied the Big West Co-Player of the
•k honor in the process,
he Tigers first met New Mexico
i, a team that took them to four
s in their last outing. Instead,
jTigers handily defeated the out
let ied NMSU team in three straight
.0, 15-11, 15-13.
'We came back from behind in
the games, so it was good to see
the team could handle pressure,"
junior Sacha Caldemeyer.
fts- Benton-Bozman led the charge
21 kills to go along with four
blocks on the outside. Carissa
ford sparked the Tigers with 11
and 13 digs in the back row.
• kiemeyer had another fine perforRj nee setting 40 assists and digging
,t' 'is.
he Tigers played well throughbut ran into an obstacle in the
game when they found them; down 13-11. Benton-Bozman
proceeded to block three straight
its, which led to a Patty Zubiate
into the net for the match,
he Tigers out-hit NMSU .279 to
Eleven Tiger blocks helped garthe quick victory which took

nearly an hour and a half.
The Saturday match against Ne
vada was a thriller to the very last
point, but resulted in win for the Ti
gers who finished the match 15-12,
15-12, 20-18.
Nevada planned to put away the
Tigers in the third game when lead
ing 14-9, but the Tiger surge could not
be stopped as they fought back to win
the game and match in three con
secutive games.
"Towards the end of the game we
didn't let them get consecutive
points, and there were a lot of
sideouts," said Caldemeyer. "Their
defense was very good."
Benton-Bozman did her duty
with 23 kills to lead everyone in the
match. Rebecca Downey added 10
kills and three blocks in the middle
providing
key
inspiration.
Caldemeyer had another admirable
match with 42 assists and nine digs.
UOP attacked decently at .276,
while Nevada hit a sub-par.176. The
Tigers were out-blocked and made 12
service errors, but their play still is
sued the same result in the end.
Benton-Bozman had a brilliant
week, and sharing the Big West Player
of the Week honor came to no sur
prise. Over the course of last week,
she was averaging 7.1 kills per game.
She also tied a career record with four

photo by Dean Wilkendorf

Dominique Benton-Bozman garnished the Big West player of the week hon
ors after wins against Nevada and New Mexico State.
solo blocks against NMSU.
The Tigers next play Stanford on
Halloween away, but return home for
two at the Spanos Center. The first, a
Friday night match against woeful
Cal State Fullerton. The Saturday

night match vs. Kathy Gregory's UC
Santa Barbara squad will be huge es
pecially since their worst loss came
at the hands of the Gauchos. The
hecklers will be out this weekend.

lalysis

ligh hopes for #16 ranked women's volleyball team
AVID OTTENFELD
Scifican staff writer
The Tigers volleyball team ben this season with a #5 ranking
the country and now finds themIves as a team still trying to find
eir identity and earn respect in
e Big West.
Their season began on an unrtunate note.After the Hawaii
•itches, the Tigers were looking at
nediocre 4-4 record. The start of
e season saw them losing to #1
braska and twice to #2 Hawaii.
ie insult to injury came when
ey lost in three straight to an
iknown Ball State team, obviously
urprise to the Tigers and the rest
the nation.
Since the very competitive Haaii matches, the Tigers have lost

only two matches. The loss to UC
Santa Barbara has been described as
the ugliest of them all, but San Jose
State beating the Tigers came as a big
ger surprise to fans. But if you check
the Tiger's record to date, it stands at
15-6. Very respectable, especially
considering the disparity among per
formances we have seen this season.
In league, first place may be out
of reach considering the top two
teams Hawaii and UCSB are unde
feated. But being four games back can
be readily cut with five league
matches left to go.
The Long Beach State victory was
by far the most impressive of the year,
as they hammered the #10 team in
three straight sending them home
with dim hopes and thoughts of ven
geance. The second Hawaii match
ended up a loss, but it also proved
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that the Tigers could hang with one
of the country's best.
The Tigers have had their share
of good times as well as bad ones, but
many are looking at the wins they
should have acquired. What many
people don't realize is that this team
has worked hard to get to where they
are at now. After the UCSB loss, the
coaching staff decided to get serious
and made the team practice at out
landish hours such as 6 in the morn
ing. Tough decision for the players,
but it led to their finest match of the
year. Hopefully, the rest will be the
same.
The Tigers are a very talented
team who have not yet tapped into
their genuine potential. On paper
they match up with any team in of
fensive and defensive categories, and
they have a height advantage that
• •

•
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would scare away most
age foes.
They have many posith ihings go
ing for them, but the n am needs
to move forward from tosses that
may have tormented th m already.
The future is in the team's hands,
and they shouldn't besmirch them
selves.
With one more month to go,
the Tigers needs to suck it up and
get the proper momentum to push
themselves head first into the play
offs. Their strength needs to come
through their unity on the court,
since they play best when they are
together in spirit and show enthu
siasm towards success. This is a
team that needs to recognized as a
national contender, even though
their high hopes have not yet pro
duced a perfect season.

Sports
Victory Bell returns to Stocktorr Paaf'C
edges San Jose Spartans in a thriller
^
GEOFF GOODMAN
Pacifican staff writer
Pacific preserved their hopes of
winning the Big West conference
championship for another week by
making the big play against San Jose
State, last Saturday. The offense
stepped up during a see-saw fourth
quarter where the lead changed
hands three times.
In his first start of his career, fresh
man quarterback Graham Leigh
threw a 20-yard game-winning touch
down to Tyrone Watley as time ex
pired. The pass won the game and
brought the celebrated Victory Bell
back to UOP.
"1 knew it was the last play," Leigh

Big West Conference standings
Nevada
No. Illinois
UOP
Utah St.
SW 1 oofs.
San Jose St.
N- Mexico St.
UNL.V
Louis. Tech
Arkansas St.

overall conference
3-0-0
6-2-0;
3-1-0
3-5-0;
3-5-0; 2 - 1 - 0
2-1-0
2-6-0;
3-2-0
5-3-0;
1-2-0
2-6-0;
1-2-0
2-5-0;
1-3-0
1-7-0;
1-3-0
4-4-0;
3-4-0; 1-3-0

_ .
said of Pacific's 32-30 win.
"Ty Watley was open across tne
middle and 1 hit him but I wasn't
even sure if he was going to get in
the endzone. 1 had missed him a few
times earlier and I wasn't going to
miss him now."
The tempo shifted into high gear
during the last four minutes of the
game. Trailing 23-19 at the time,
Leigh found Greg Weston in the
endzone from 21-yards out on 4th
and 7.
On the ensuing possession, the
Spartans put together an eleven play
drive to score the go ahead touch
down with only :45 seconds left.
Thrilled with their achievement, the
Spartans were penalized with a 15-

Footbaii schedule and results
(3-5 Overall, 2-t Big West)
Sept, 2, lost 41-9 at Arizona
Sept. 9, won 23-10 vs. Oregon State
Sept. 16, lost 56-24 at Fresno State
Sept. 23, lost 49-7 at Nebraska
Oct. 7, lost 45-7 at Oregon
Oct. 14, won 47-41 vs. La. Tech
Oct. 21, lost 45-3 at SW Louisiana
Oct. 28, won 32-30 at San Jose State
Nov. 4, vs. New Mexico State
Nov. 1!, vs. Nevada
Nov. 18, at Utah State

Men's Water Polo

Pacific places 3rd in Baldy View
tournament, struggle at home
NELSON CORTEWAY
Pacifican staff writer
v"On Oct. 22-23 the Tigers traveled

to Claremont, California to partici
pate in the Baldy View Tournament.
The Tigers played pretty well, going
3-1 for the tournament and finishing
in 3rd place out of sixteen teams. The
Tigers only loss in the tournament
was in the semi-finals to Air Force 64. The Tiger victories were against UC
Davis 12-7, Chapman University 206, and Bucknell 13-8. Coach Jon Tan
ner thought the Tigers "played pretty
well, especially playing Air Force
close."
After the Tigers successful road trip
they returned to Stockton to face
Pepperdine University last Saturday.
This was a Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation Match that was an impor
tant one for the Tigers because it
could possibly affect the Tigers seed
ing for the MPSF tournament later
this month.
The team played tough in the first
quarter, only trailing Pepperdine by

two goals. The second quarter was a
different story. The Tigers were
outscored 4 to 1. "We had a lot of
defensive lapses...They took advan
tage of our mistakes with four big
goals," said Tanner. In the third quar
ter the Tigers had the opportunities
to score but could not get it done.
Tanner commented that, "we had
four 6 on 5 advantages and did not
cash in on any of them."
Pepperdine added two more goals
in the fourth quarter to close the door
on the Tigers. The Tigers ended up
swallowing a 13-4 loss in a game that
they did not really play all that badly
in. "All in all it was not a bad perfor
mance, we played poor defense for a
quarter and could not get our offense
to execute in the third," said Tanner.
Scoring for the Tigers were Matt
Braun, Gabe Esposto, Patrick Donlin,
and Tedder Stevenson.
The Tigers travel to Davis, Califor
nia this Sunday to take on Chapman
University and UC Davis. "We are
pretty optimistic about both these
games," said Tanner.

vard celebration penalty.

Michael Edwards returned the
kickoff to the Spartan 45-yard line
Leigh completed two of the ncx
three passes to set up the final play
on the 20-yard line.
With the game on the line,
Watley caught the ball on the five and
dove into the endzone for the touch
down and victory.
Overshadowed by the last second
heroics was UOP's running back Joe
Abdullah. Abdullah had the second
best game of his career, rushing for
205 yards in a UOP record-tying 39
carries. His accomplishments made
Abdullah the selection for the Big
West Conference Offensive Player of
the Week.
Pacific is now 3-5 overall and 2-1
in the Big West Conference. The
teams quest for the conference title
is still intact but how well the Tigers
perform in the next two contests will
determine
just
how
long.
The defense knows they have their
work cut out for them. They will have
to contain the NCAA's two most po
tent offensive teams. The Tigers will
host the New Mexico State Aggies on
Saturday at 2 p.m., who rank just be
low Nevada-Reno in total offense.
"We're ready for the challenge,"
said strong safety Matt Kilgras.
"We've got the opportunity to win
the conference at home. Our overall
defensive scheme will have to be pre
pared."

Coif

Fall ends with
third place
finish at USF
NELSON CORTEWAY
Pacifican staff writer
The Tigers carded a final round
292 (two shots off the record team
score) to help move them into a third
place finish at the USF Invitational
last week.
The Tigers finished ten strokes
behind the winner Pepperdine Uni
versity and one stroke out of second
place behind University of Arkansas.
This was an important tournament
for the Tigers because it took place at
a world championship golf course
(The Olympic Club), and it gives
them some confidence going into
their spring schedule next semester.
The Tigers showed they can play with
the best last week after beating six of
See G o l f p a g e 27
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• TAKE-OUT •
BREAKFAST • LUNCH •
2328 PACIFIC AVENUE
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1-5 Golf Practice C
982-5700
Open till
55 W. Hospital Ro»,
South on 1-5 Across Fro;
Sari Joaquin County Hv

Buy One Baskc
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Weberstown Mall 4950 Paf
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Delta • Net
Local Internet Access
Providing Local Internet access for a:
$9.95/month. Premium dial up act®"
available at $24.95/month.
8026 Lorraine Ave. #218
Stockton, CA 95210
Voice: 209-473-5950
Fax: 209-473-5951
e-maii: rogerasl@deltainet.com
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Tiger Intramural Update

PACIFIC VIDEO

From Classics to Adult films
3214 Pacific Avenue
943-2558
(Across the street from Lucky's)

Rent two new releases and
get one older title FREE.
Free Membership With UOP ID

Student Dental Plan!

1995 FLAG FOOTBALL
CHAMPIONS
MEN'S A
Archania defeated Physical Terrorists
(14-6)
MEN'S B
Carter defeated Kappa Psi (18-13)
WOMEN'S
Price is Right defeated Alpha Chi (19-

0)

only $C700
C/ /
per year

Save 30 - 60%

on your dental needs
For information call

1 - 800 - 655 - 3225

1995 INDOOR SOCCER
CHAMPIONS
photo courtesy of Lisa Seaman

['inter, ski season is just around
ner for Pacific's Outdoor club
SEAMAN

cifican
; people dread the day when
i get turned back and after^ecomes evening and the winids begin to blow, to others that
beginning of a new season. Ski
The days are almost here
) ou can take a short weekend
iTahoe and experience the gloaw and fresh, clean air while
|the worries of school behind,
lough there are many skiers
ipus, UOP has never had a ski
[Ultimate Adventures will be
oring EXP productions and
(high intensity extreme ski

f from page 25
ions' top 25 golf teams. These
include University of New
Fresno St., Stanford, San Jose
, and UCLA,
e Tigers "will definitely receive
Ous top 25 votes" because of
ong finish last week, Coach
oold said. "I'm starting to feel
comfortable about their play
pressure," commented Arnold,
e Tigers were led by Senior
Worthington (73-76-71—220)
shed tied for sixth place with
s All-American Tiger Woods,
nally played to his level, we
ing for Mark to be our leader
st of our year....He definitely
ep in the right direction last
Arnold said.

movie, "The 11 Commandments: A
Real Way of Life". Filmed in Lake
Tahoe, the movie includes skiing,
snowboarding,
telemarketing,
kayaking and bungee jumping. In
addition to the movie, there will be
promotional tables set up with spon
sors such as K2, Bolle, and Okanagan.
These sponsors have donated items
for a raffle which will include a pair
of K2 skis, Bolle glasses, lift tickets,
and much more. The movie will be
shown next Thursday, November 9 at
6:00 in the McCaffrey Center Theater.
For more info on the movie, or Ulti
mate Adventures, call 462-9487.

Two other Tigers finished in the
top fifteen. Senior Ryan Mainey (7671-74—221) shot one stroke less than
Worthington to finish in a tie for 10th
place. Junior Sean Corte-Real (73-7773—223) helped the Tigers with a
15th place finish. Also aiding the Ti
gers were Kai Schlattman (75-80-78—
233) who finished tied for 45th and
Herbert Forrster (79-82-74) who fin
ished tied for 51st. Forrster had a hole
in one on the 13th hole of the final
round and shot a 74.
Over all, Coach Arnold was very
pleased with the Tigers finish, how
ever "we still are a long ways away
from the level that we think we can
play, but we are extremely optimis
tic." Arnold was also happy with the
upper classmen's play this past week.
"It is important for our older guys to

MEN'S A
Norml(Omega Phi) defeated Phi Delt
I (3-2)
MEN'S B
Sinfonia defeated Lucky X (7-6)
CO-REC A
Omega Tri Delta defeated MESA (6-3)
CO-REC B
Price defeated Carter (3-2)
1995
CO-REC
SOFTBALL
TOURNAMENT CHAMPIONS
Congratulations to SAE for be
coming champions of the First An
nual Intramural Co-Rec Softball Tour
nament
1995 3 ON 3 BASKETBALL
TOURNAMENT
Entries opened: Oct. 23
Entries close: Nov. 8 @ 4 p.m.
Tournament date: Saturday, Nov.
11. 12 p.m. to3 p.m.
*Tournament limited to first eight
teams with completed entry forms
play well" commented Coach Arnold.
The Tigers top three finishers were
two seniors and a junior.
Coach Arnold was also pleased
that the team improved with every
tournament. He commented "It was
a real good way to end our fall sea
son with everyone playing pretty
well". Although the Tigers are not
playing "up to their maximum poten
tial", Arnold feels they definitely
proved that they can be a national
contender next spring. The Tigers
spring schedule is loaded with top
quality collegiate golf tournaments
and they will constantly be playing
with the nation's best. The Tigers
have the opportunity to be one of the
best next spring, if "they can play to
their level."
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Happy Hours
4 p.m. - 7 o.m.
Monday - Friday

(209) 478-6290
232. GRAND CANAL BLVD.
• STOCKTON. CA O5207
ACROSS FROM THE HILTON ENTRANCE

Calerlng Available

Valley Express
Transportation
Serving San Francisco &
Sacramento Airports

Call For A Quote
Very Reasonable Rates
209) 957-2827/(209) 969-7495

Now Open
For Breakfast
7 Days A Week!

Leno's Birdcage Cafe

Mexican-American Food
inside Sears 5110 Pacific Ave.
open M-F 7-7 Sat.& Sun. 7-5
956-4713 or 475-6551
To Go Orders Available Too!

Spanos Park Golf Center
The Valley's Finest
Golf Practice Facility
with complete short game area
1/2 mile west of 1-5 on Eight Mile Road

$ 1 off any size basket for
UOP Students & Faculty

(1 ust Brina UOP I D.)
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Study Break
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SELF-HYPNOTISM

I
I

I2

l,K

With

Dennis Alsop

!
It

Come find out how you
can use s e l f -hypnotism
to get rid of your stress
and to help you with
your problems.

Thursday, November 9
at 7pm in the Bechtel Center
)

* Brought to you by

A

